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THE STATE OF TEACHERS’ UNIONS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As the organised voice of teachers in the country, teachers’ associations and unions are essential
to any concerted effort aimed at improving the reach and quality of Pakistan’s education system.
We conducted this study and are publishing this report to help contribute to a better appreciation of
organised and collective behaviour on the part of government employed teachers across the country.
We believe no effort to improve the state of education can be successful without an understanding of
and engagement with teachers’ associations and unions.
Between September 1, 2014 to January 3, 2015 we interviewed over one hundred individual
representatives from a total of twenty eight associations and unions across all four provinces, Azad
Jammu and Kashmir, Gilgit Baltistan and FATA.
Section 1 lays out the introduction and objective of this report. Section 2 outlines the methodology
employed and the limitations of this exercise. Section 3 undertakes an analytical overview of teachers’
associations in Pakistan, looking at their legal context, relationship with the state, organisational
structures, types/orientation, their mechanisms of action and mobilisation, current positions and key
grievances. Section 4 examines teachers’ unions from the perspective of the political economy that
they are a part of, and to which they contribute. Section 5 lays out the key findings and conclusions of
the study. Finally, Section 6 provides two sets of recommendations for action, one set for government,
and the other, for teachers’ associations or unions. A province/region wise assessment of teachers’
associations with brief synopses of all active teachers’ associations and unions is provided in the
Annex.
There are a total of seventeen teachers’ associations and unions, however these organisations are
fragmented into a total of twenty-eight separate functional entities, with different leaders splitting up
the original seventeen. These organisations represent and reflect the range of social, economic and
political divisions across the country.
Historically teachers’ associations and unions have been able to score several victories in negotiating
better service conditions. Accusations that these organisations are weak and disorganised therefore
do not ring entirely true.
At the same time, teachers’ associations and unions almost never engage government on issues of
student wellbeing, learning outcomes or even teaching methodology. The singular focus of teachers’
bodies tends to be to air service conditions grievances and institutional grievances. This has lent
credibility to accusations that these associations and unions are parochial, and may not be genuine
stakeholders in the education reform discourse.
Exclusion of teachers’ associations and unions from the reform discourse cannot however be attributed
to the associations and unions themselves. Governments have historically sought to undermine and
weaken these bodies. The nexus of patronage relationships that politicians and leaders of associations
and unions enjoy has furthered this conscious effort. The vast overlap between electoral politics and the
government-employed teaching community further enhances the impact of government undermining
of associations and unions.
The key conclusions we draw from the study are:
1. Teachers’ associations and unions do, to a significant degree, represent the aspirations, demands
and needs of Pakistan’s teaching community. Their many representative failures, parochialism
and imperfect institutional structures should not be grounds to dismiss outright their claims of
representation.
2. There are stifling political, social and legal barriers instituted by various governments in Pakistan that
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have prevented the development of teachers’ associations as inclusive, professional, democratic,
institutionally coherent, financially autonomous, transparent and solution-oriented bodies.
3. The clumsy repression and de-legitimisation of teachers’ associations by multiple governments in
Pakistan has weakened the capacity of associations to act as constructive agents in the process
of education reform.
4. The leadership positions in teachers’ associations and unions across provinces tend to be
dominated by economic elites, propertied classes, and men. This is directly a consequence of the
weakening of associations as transparent, representative institutions over time that is a result of
deliberate policy and legal actions undertaken by governments.
5. The development of teachers’ associations is severely curtailed by the nexus of patronage between
political elites and the leadership of teachers’ associations and unions. The use of teachers as
cogs in parties’ and politicians’ electoral machinery is one of the most significant factors impeding
the effective development of teaching associations and the teaching profession they represent.
6. While the relationship between political parties and teachers serves the short-term interests of
some among the associations’ leadership, it damages the credibility and effectiveness of teachers’
organisations in the long run in Pakistan.
7. Instability, corruption and patronage in the hiring and promotion culture of teachers in the public
sector has institutionalised job security and service terms and conditions as the heart and soul
of associational politics in Pakistan – and especially so among teachers’ association and unions.
8. Teachers’ unions are primarily focused on service conditions and terms, rather than on the well
being of their students. This focus of teachers’ unions on service conditions seems to be to the
detriment of student wellbeing.
9. Most provincial governments and education departments are focused on punitive and coercive
measures to ‘bring teachers in line’ rather than involving them as legitimate constituents and
agents in the process of education reform.
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INTRODUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION
Pakistan’s education emergency is now
acknowledged as a full-blown crisis both
within and outside the country. With education
spending still less than 2% of the GDP 1, over
25 million children out of school2 , and tens of
thousands of schools continuing to be nonfunctional3 , the time for collective apathy in the
national approach to education has long passed.
Pakistanis both within and outside government
are slowly awakening to the social, political
and economic costs and existential dangers
of allowing the country’s education system to
remain in a continued state of disrepair.
As the most critical stakeholders responsible for
the delivery of quality education, teachers are
increasingly becoming the focus of attention for
policymakers and educationists in debates on
education reform. Teachers comprise the largest
category of government employees in Pakistan,
with nearly 700,000 government-school teachers
across the country.4 They are the primary
instruments of education service delivery to
millions of children studying in public schools
across the country and are crucial in determining
the quality of education being imparted. It is no
secret, however, that the state of the teaching
profession is in a state of disrepair, similar to the
state of the overall education system.
The problems are manifold, complex and multidirectional – they range from administrators’ and
parents’ concerns about teacher quality and
absenteeism, to teachers’ concerns about poor
working conditions, unfair terms of employment,
excessive non-teaching duties de-motivating
service structures.
To their credit, education policymakers and
administrators across provinces have attempted
to address the problem of teaching quality
through multiple instruments in recent years.
Long-held grievances about inadequate pay
have been met with significant increases in
salaries and allowances across the country;
qualification requirements for recruitment and
promotion have been upgraded at all levels; and
concerns about teachers’ absenteeism have
been responded to with the institution of multiple
1.
2.
3.
4.

monitoring mechanisms, particularly in Punjab.
While these and other policy attempts to deal with
teachers’ issues have had mixed results, there
remains much to be desired about the process
behind the formulation and implementation of
these interventions, few of which have come
about through a genuinely evidence-based and
participatory process that methodically takes
into account the experiences and data from
actors in the field. Critically, very few of these
interventions have made the effort to engage
explicitly and systematically with one of the most
critical stakeholders in the teaching profession,
i.e. teachers’ unions and associations.
Teachers’ unions and associations are the
organised voice of the teaching profession in
Pakistan. The socio-historical landscape they
comprise, however, is far from unitary.
Pakistan’s teachers’ unions and associations are
spread across all four provinces, AJK, GB and
FATA and are of various types, sizes, orientations
and varying degrees of organisational coherence.
Records for only seventeen such organisations
can be found in government and publicly
available records – though as many as twentyeight organisations representing versions of the
original seventeen claim representative status
and are considered to be actively engaged on
the ground.
For nearly the entirety of this country’s history,
several of these unions and associations have
engaged with the government to represent
teachers’ concerns through means ranging
from strikes to consultative lobbying. For most
of this time, they have been viewed by political
and bureaucratic administrators with suspicion
and are often considered impediments to reform
and progress. This is visible in the relationships
that exist between governments and organised
teachers, where engagement tends to remain
confined to moments of agitation and confrontation
due to strained negotiations, followed by strikes
and street protests. Successive governments
have attempted to create legal, administrative
and physical constraints to impede the strength

‘Budget 2013-14: Despite higher allocations, education still not a priority’, 12 July 2013
Alif Ailaan 2014, ’25 Million Broken Promises’
‘Teachers absent from Pakistan’s “ghost schools”’, 12 Oct 2014
Pakistan Education Statistics 2013-14. Academy for Educational Planning and Management, Government of Pakistan, Islamabad
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of teachers’ groups, acting with the unanimous
pre-supposition of their undesirability in the
process of improving education.
However, as with many other domains of policy
engagement in Pakistan, the government’s
approach to teachers’ unions and associations
is based on very little actual evidence about their
nature, composition, demands, worldviews and
impact on education.
For all the friction that is regularly generated
in confrontations between the government
and organised teachers, very little substantive
knowledge about the contradictions between
stakeholders is created in the process.
This report is an attempt to begin to fill this gap
in knowledge through a preliminary qualitative
assessment of teachers’ unions and associations
in the country, with a view to understanding their
positions, composition, orientation, organisation,
relationships with the state and political economy.
The idea is to try and understand how teachers’
associations function and what they stand
for, with a view to informing the deliberations
of policymakers, citizens and teachers on
the subject thereby ultimately the quality and
substance of the engagement between them.
This assessment is significantly informed by and
contributes toward Alif Ailaan’s sustained process
of engagement with teachers in Pakistan. In the
three years since its inception, Alif Ailaan has
attempted to engage both organised teachers
and the wider teaching profession as constructive
stakeholders in the struggle for education reform
at local, provincial and federal levels. This
engagement has involved research, training,
collaborative advocacy and consultative policy
formulation. This report leverages the networks
and insights gained from this engagement to
provide a qualitative snapshot of the landscape
of organised teachers in Pakistan.

2
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2 METHODOLOGY AND LIMITATIONS
The methodology for compiling this report
involved a strategic combination of primary and
secondary methods. These included:
•

Initial desk research and literature review
of pertinent government documents and
research on teachers’ union organisations
and politics in the region and globally.

•

Overview of legal framework – including
labour laws and other governing statutes

•

Newspaper archival research focusing on
teachers’ union and association activity, with
a view to arrive at a preliminary assessment
of active teachers’ associations.

•

A district-level survey through Alif Ailaan
education activists, carried out in all four
provinces (as well as AJK, GB and FATA),
to provide an initial, province-wise picture of
teachers’ union and association dynamics.

•

Semi-structured interviews with national,
provincial and district level teachers’
association
representatives
identified
through the district-level survey. These
interviews focused on history, organisational
issues, positions of unions and associations
on various issues and questions of political
economy.

Semi-structured interviews with officials from
district/provincial
education
departments
focused on government perspectives on teachers’
issues, their concerns and grievances, and their
opinions and experiences during engagement
with teachers’ unions and associations.
As a methodological caveat, the report
focused primarily on unions and associations
representing teachers from primary, elementary
and secondary schools, in line with Alif Ailaan’s
emphasis on school education. College and
University Teachers’ Associations were hence not
included within the scope of the discussion nor
were any private school teachers’ associations
(the latter have little organisational existence on
the ground as things stand).

individuals. For this reason, only those
associations that had been organisationally
active in any form in recent years were included,
based on the methodological assessments of
the report.
The topic of teachers’ unions and associations
is one in which virtually no research has been
carried out in Pakistan. This report is therefore an
unprecedented venture into uncharted territory,
which has its own set of limitations.
For one, it is impossible to rely on the reported
numbers of union membership, with formal
records next to non-existent and frequent
exaggeration in reporting of numbers. Teachers’
associations themselves have little to no capacity
for the maintenance of detailed databases
on membership. Many of the numbers for
association membership are therefore estimates
drawn from comparing the assessments of
teachers’ association representatives, Alif Ailaan
network coordinators and education department
officials.
Furthermore, there are significant differences
within the leadership and formal structures
of many teachers’ associations, with no strict
adherence to the ‘party-line’ of the respective
associations. There may therefore be individual
disagreements of association members on
what has been described as their associations’
motivations and demands in this report.

It is also worth noting that there are multiple
teachers’ associations in the country that exist
largely on paper and have little organisational
depth beyond a tiny coterie of likeminded

3
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3 TEACHERS’ UNIONS AND
ASSOCIATIONS
Pakistan’s teachers’ unions and associations
are, in many ways, an organisational reflection
of the country’s political parties, in that they
share many of their institutional characteristics.
Firstly, they are diverse in their composition,
orientation and organisation, with no particular
social group, organisational form or ideological
orientation being universally dominant. Secondly,
they are prone to the pull of personality, often
driven by powerfully-placed individuals rather
than enduring institutional strength or formal
procedural rigor. Third they are, in many
respects, fragmented and divided among
themselves (by teaching cadres, regions and
individual differences among the leadership).

Finally, with some exceptions, they are weaker
in terms of their organisational strength and
bargaining power when compared to many
other similarly placed countries (such as India),
despite the popular opinion of those in positions
of bureaucratic authority in Pakistan.
There are between 25-30 active teaching unions
and associations in Pakistan (among over 60
associations that have little activity beyond what
exists on paper), with an estimate – as per claimed
membership - of at around 400,000 members
overall (nearly 60% of the total government
teaching work force). It is important to note here
that claimed membership numbers are much
higher than the number of teachers that report

Table 3.1: Active teachers’ unions and associations by province
Province/Territory

Active Teachers’ Unions Associations

AJK

AJK School Teachers’ Organisation

Balochistan

Government Teachers’ Association (GTA),
Watan Teachers’ Association (WTA),

FATA

FATA All Teachers’ Union

Gilgit-Baltistan

Gilgit-Baltistan Teachers’ Association (GBTA)

Islamabad

Federal Government Teachers’ Association

Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa

National

Mutahida Mahaz Asatza (National),
Tanzeem-e-Asatza (JI),
All-Pakistan Minority Teachers’ Association

Punjab

Punjab Teachers’ Union (PTU),
Primary Elementary Teachers’ Association (PETA),
Senior Staff Association (SSA),
SES Teachers’ Association,
Punjab Educators Association (PEA),
Punjab Association of Subject Specialists (PASS), and
Tanzeem-e-Asatza (JI)

Sindh

4

Mutahida Mahaz Asatza - KP (MMA),
All Primary Teachers’ Association (APTA),
All-KP Subject Specialists Association (AKSSA),
Secondary School Teachers (SST),
  All-Certified Teachers’ Association (ACTA),
Tanzeem-e-Asatza (JI),
Mulgari Asatzan(ANP)

Primary Teachers’ Association Sindh (PTA),
Government Secondary Teachers’ Association (GSTA),
Mehran Teachers’ Association,
  Gazzetted Officers’ Association Sindh (GOAS)

TEACHERS’ UNIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS

unions and associations membership according
to an Alif Ailaan Survey – 30%.5 The extent of
teacher unionisation varies across provinces,
with Sindh being the most organised and KhyberPakhtunkhwa being the least. The union and
association landscape is a largely fragmented one,
with multiple divisions across the country, based on
region, cadres, parties, individual and ideological
differences.

3.1

Legal Context and History

Like most other trade unions, teachers’ unions in
Pakistan are organised to protect the interests of
teachers against the possibility of exploitation and
unrealistic demands by their employers.
This is a task of critical importance in Pakistan, which
according to multiple international organisations
and credible multi-country assessments, is a state
that ranks low in terms of protection of labour
rights.6 Pakistan has highly restrictive labour laws,
combined with a significant lack of enforcement
of existing laws for labour protection. These
include a range of ILO Conventions7. However,
a massive gap continues to exist between that
ratification and existing labour rights legislation and
its implementation in the country8. In the case of
teachers, their right to organise and collectively
bargain in particular is severely curtailed.
The Industrial Relations Act 2012 (an updated
version of the Industrial Relations Ordinance of
1969) is the main statute governing labour relations
in the country and excludes ‘non-workmen’ public
sector workers (such as teachers) from the freedom
to engage in collective bargaining9.
The original Ordinance, promulgated by the
transitional martial law regime of General Yahya
Khan, effectively prevented trade unions from
representing workers of more than a single
enterprise and limited unions from forming mutual
bonds or bonds with political parties10.
The Civil Servants Act of 1973 also acts as a bar
preventing independent unionisation among
government employees. Teachers employed

by the various provincial and federal education
departments cannot form trade unions, and exist, in
the main, as associations. The crucial consequence
of this stipulation is that most organised teachers
in Pakistan cannot, unlike like their counterparts
within teachers’ unions of other countries, organise
strikes to strengthen their bargaining position
and further, are not certified by the government
as Collective Bargaining Agents, which grants
governments the discretion to accept or reject the
legitimacy of associations as they please. Most
teachers’ associations in Pakistan are registered
under the Societies Act of 1860, the main statute
that governs the terms of engagement of nongovernment organisations in the country. The sole
exception to this is the Punjab Teachers’ Union, the
only teachers’ union which is actually certified as a
Collective Bargaining Agent by law. The PTU came
into being pre-independence and was registered
under the Trade Union Act in 1937, before the bar
against public sector unions came into effect.
These multiple provisions to limit teachers’ activities
have been largely successful. During the institution
of the One Unit Scheme11 in West Pakistan, teachers
were instrumental in mobilising support for the
anti-Ayub mobilisations through the united West
Pakistan Teachers’ Front in the 1960s, but were
successfully limited from becoming integrated with
larger union formations following the enactment of
the Industrial Relations Ordinance in 1969. Apart
from the PTU, the main teachers’ association at the
forefront in this period was the West Pakistan College
Teachers’ Association (WPCTA), an association of
government and non-government college teachers
of a progressive ideological bent. While the WPCTA
was primarily a body for teachers from colleges
and universities, it briefly served as a bridging
platform for mobilising school and university
teachers across different regions in (then) West
Pakistan. The WPCTA’s initial aims were focused
on an autonomous education system spearheaded
by teachers, while later on, it rallied in support
of educational nationalisation, with significant
mobilisations around the country. However, the
WPCTA was targeted for ‘anti-state’ and ‘antireligious’ activities under General Yahya Khan’s

5
6
7

SAHE and Alif Ailaan 2014, ‘Voice of Teachers’, 69
Candland, Christopher (2007) Labor, Democratization and Development in India and Pakistan, London: Routledge, 216 pages
The ILO conventions include: 29 (against Forced or Compulsory Labour), 87 (concerning Freedom of Association and Protection
of the Right to Organise), 98 (concerning the Right to Organise and Collectively Bargain), 100 (about Equal Remuneration), 105
(on the Abolition of Forced Labour), 111 (concerning Discrimination in respect of Employment and Occupation), 138 (concerning
Child Labour) and 182 (on the Worst Forms of Child Labour).
8 ITUC CSI (2007), ‘Annual Survey of Violations of Trade Union Rights’
9 National Assembly of Pakistan - Industrial Relations Act 2012
10 Candland, ibid
11 A scheme that merged the four major provinces of West Pakistan into one large polity, West Pakistan.
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government and its leadership was dismissed and
implicated in criminal cases, following which the
association’s institutional strength faltered.12
From the 1970s onwards with the abolition of the
One Unit scheme, teachers’ union politics remained
structured largely along provincial lines, As society
continued an overall trend of depoliticisation,
teachers’ union politics featured limited national
mobilisations (though provincial mobilisations and
protests continued to be common) and were further
divided through internal, and often interpersonal,
strife in Punjab and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
Concurrently, the progressive educational agenda
(reflected by the WPCTA) or larger ideological
debates in the teachers’ movement also gave way
to a politics more centred on sectional interests. In
Sindh and Balochistan, however, where a tradition
of organised politics remained strong, teachers’
associations managed to institute themselves as
important actors in the educational landscape of
those provinces, with regular transfers of power in
associations through elections.

3.2

Teachers’ Unions and
Associations and the State

The relationship between teachers and the state
in Pakistan is in many ways a microcosm of the
evolving relationship of the state and organised
labour in the country. Academics have noted how,
over time, the Pakistani state has moved since
1988 towards the implementation of IMF-sponsored
structural adjustment, liberalisation and privatisation
at the cost of workers’ concerns about employment,
working conditions and wages13. Much like other
workers, teachers have been struggling, with limited
success, against the overall trend of privatisation in
education and the gradual informalisation14 of their
terms of employment.
In general, the relationship of teachers’ associations
and the state has historically been a volatile
and fractious one (see Box 3.1), with some
distinctive variations across provinces. Both
teachers’ associations and state authorities tend
to view each other with suspicion and hostility,
with frequent doubts expressed by both about
the other’s sincerity and commitment to the cause
of education. This discord often expresses itself
through state authorities routinely attempting to
12
13
14
15
16
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coerce associations into accepting non-inclusively
formulated policy and associations consistently
seeking to obstruct implementation of most policies
and institutional frameworks formulated by state
education authorities. In some instances, state
authorities have actively worked to dismantle
teachers’ associations (including in Sindh and
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa) and dismiss15 and jail16 their
leaders.
Questions of institutional legitimacy also persist,
with governments being selective (and often
arbitrary) in their delegation of negotiating rights
to teachers’ associations. While the majority of
teachers’ bodies in the country are not certified
as Collective Bargaining Agents, the governments
do engage them from time to time through both
informal means and committees designated for
the purpose. Stronger and older teachers’ bodies
such as the Punjab Teachers Union (PTU), Primary
Teachers’ association (PTA) Sindh and Government
Teachers’ association (GTA) Balochistan have
historically been accorded with some bargaining
legitimacy by governments. This has still not,
however, prevented governments from cracking
down on teacher associations through legislation,
executive orders, suspensions, terminations, legal
measures, police action and (according to some
of the teachers’ representatives interviewed) covert
interference. Furthermore, across provinces, little
to no formal channels exist that guarantee teacher
association participation in the formulation and
assessment of education policies.
At the local level, conflicts often occur between
district education departments and teachers’
associations on matters relating to teacher
transfers, deployment and dismissals. In many
regions in Punjab arbitrary dismissals of teachers,
under draconian acts like the Punjab Employees
Efficiency Discipline and Accountability (PEEDA)
Act 2006, are common. PEEDA is an act under
which teachers can be dismissed for negligence
of duty without an inquiry and are based solely on
the assessments of department officials. Education
department officials contend that such dismissals
are merely the consequence of dereliction of duty
by teachers. Many such dismissals also result in
protracted legal battles for reinstatement, where
teachers’ unions and associations play a pivotal
role in assisting teachers with legal matters.

‘Activist of another time’ 27 Jan 2008
Candland, 2007.
Informalisation refers here to the gradual shift from permanent hiring to contract and at times, daily-wage-based hiring of teachers.
‘Empty words: Forced retirement of PTU chief puts talks in quandary’, 16 June 2014
‘Brutal police action against protesting teachers in Karachi’, 28 May 2010
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Teachers’ association elections are another space for
conflict between the government and associations.
In some provinces, like Balochistan, teacher
associations have complained of government
interference in electoral processes, as a means to
ostensibly divide associations and plant favourites
in power. In other provinces, such as KP, teachers
complain of the government preventing elections
from taking place so as to prevent teachers from
organising and gaining the institutional legitimacy
required to achieve their collective objectives.

3.3

Organisation and Structure

The primary locus of teachers’ union and association
politics in Pakistan is at the provincial level. This is
a historical trend further entrenched by the 18th
amendment and the complete legislative and
administrative devolution of education to provincial
governments. As the main authorities for education
policy and teacher service structures are provincial
governments, associations tend to organise
themselves with the provincial government as the
primary target of agitation and agent for negotiation.
Most national-level teachers’ groups function
either as federations of provincial associations
(such as the Mutahida Mahaz Asatza or MMA) or
associations of national political parties (such as
the Jamaat-e-Islami’s Tanzeem-e-Asatza).
The nature of organisational structure also varies
considerably by association. Some associations
possess greater procedural and institutional depth,
with decades of institutional continuity, whilst others
are largely informally organised structures. Nearly
all associations have office holders at provincial and
district level, with many having division/tehsil/unioncouncil level representation as well. Among elected
associations, electoral practice generally consists
of direct voting (1 teacher 1 vote) at lower tiers (UC/
Tehsil and district), followed by panel-based voting
by elected officeholders to elect divisional and
provincial leadership.
Teachers’ associations in Sindh and Balochistan,
in particular, have well-established electoral
institutions at four tiers of governance (Taluqa/Tehsil,
district, division and province) with regular elections
dating back several decades. The same is true in
Punjab to an extent, with most associations having
constitutionally-mandated elected bodies. However,
the frequency of elections in Punjab is much lower
and considerably more internal division exists with
regard to the acceptance of electoral mandates,
with personality-based division a common source
of intra-association fragmentation. In Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, there is considerably less formality

and institutionalised democracy among teachers’
associations than other provinces, with the majority
of associations functioning without elected bodies
and instead functioning at the mercy of powerful
patrons. Most teachers’ association representatives
interviewed in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa spoke at
length of the need for the government to organise
teachers’ association elections, as few associations
had the means to organise elections themselves.
Issues of factionalism and internal strife within
the formal structures of teachers’ associations
are common across provinces. These issues are
especially prevalent during periods of electoral
competition, with the state often playing a corrosive
role. The 2010 Government Teachers’ Association
elections in Balochistan, for example, were the
subject of immense controversy after several
members accused the provincial government of
intervening in the results of the election in order to
remove the more radical leadership from power
and put in place more pliant leaders. The result was
the splintering of the GTA and the formation of the
All-Government Teachers’ association Balochistan,
a divide that remained for nearly four years (before
the eventual merger of the breakaway faction
into the GTA in 2014). A further consequence of
this interference was that teachers’ associations
in Balochistan now approach independent
organisations (such as the Civil Employees
Federation) to conduct and monitor their elections.
A similar controversy over election results resulted in
members of the Government Secondary Teachers’
Association Sindh going to court to challenge
district election results in 2010.
Funding remains a massive challenge and
obstacle for teachers’ unions and associations.
Lack of funding constrains teachers’ unions
and associations from achieving any form of
organisational coherence and unity. Most are funded
through the collection of members’ dues (which
vary from Rs.10 to Rs.150 per teacher, per annum)
collected either monthly, bi-annually, annually or
during elections. Almost all associations complain
of the difficulty of collecting membership dues
regularly and of teachers who avail the privileges
of association membership but do not contribute to
the collective fund. There are regional variations in
this as well, with Sindh-based associations faring
better in terms of financial self-sustainability and
those in KP being the most strapped for cash.
The absence of sustainable organisational funding
mechanisms often allows for the leadership
of teachers’ associations to be dominated by
financially powerful sections of the teacher
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community, who can afford to assert their influence
through injecting funds into otherwise impoverished
structures. There appears to be a visible correlation
(warranting further, more methodologically rigorous
research) between institutionalised financial
mechanisms (such as in Sindh) and the greater
prevalence of working class leadership among
teachers’ associations. Where associations are
more fragmented (as in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa),
the politics of teachers’ associations tends to be
dominated by well-off teachers.

emphasis on collective action through strikes
and protests followed by negotiations. This action
is possible due to its ability to legally strike as a
union and because of its large membership (with
over 200,000 members across the province).
Associations in Balochistan, AJK, GB, ICT and
FATA also encompass all teaching cadres in their
organisational structures. In KP, however, the only
all-cadre association is the newly-formed (in 2013)
yet-influential Mutahida Mahaz Asatza (MMA).

3.4

The third category is party-based associations,
present largely in the fragmented associational
landscape of KP and to a lesser extent in Punjab,
Sindh and Balochistan. Party-based associations
function as the teachers’ wing of political parties
(like the JI, JUI-F, PPP and ANP). For this reason,
they tend to have relevance in regions where those
parties are influential and organised teachers’
association presence is otherwise low. Examples of
such regions include Buner in KP (where the JUIF’s teachers’ association, Wahdat-e-Asatiza, has a
presence) and some districts of South Punjab. Some
party-based associations like the JI’s Tanzeem-eAsatza function more as spaces wherein teachers
can deliberate and lobby for education policy and
curriculum reform. Other party-based associations
such as the ANP’s Mulgari Asatzan (allegedly,
according to other teachers’ associations in KP) tend
to function more as vehicles for the dispensation of
employment and other forms of patronage to party
loyalists in times of government and vehicles of
opposition to rival parties’ governments in times of
opposition.

Types, Orientation and
Ideology

In theory and practice, teachers’ unions can be
both vehicles of protest and places of deliberation
about teaching and education; they can follow
aggressive models of agitation or more professional
and consultative models. Unions often have both
ideological and practice-based components
anchored in several – and often conflicting –
arenas.17 Similarly, the orientation of teachers’
associations in Pakistan varies by province and
region and exists in many shades of grey. They can,
however, be loosely categorised in broad typologies
with some common and some contrasting features.
3.4.1

Cadre-based associations

The first and most commonly found category of
teachers’ associations is cadre-based associations
(primary teachers, secondary teachers, subject
specialists etc). In Sindh and KP, the majority of
associations exist are cadre-based whose main
organisational purpose is the protection of the
interests of their teaching cadre. Cadre-based
associations like the Primary Elementary Teachers’
Association (PETA) also exist in Punjab but have
less proportional influence than their cadre-based
counterparts in Sindh. Cadre-based organisations
can be significantly different from each other in
terms of their mode of organisation - associations
like the Punjab Association of Subject Specialists
functions primarily as a lobbying entity while the
Government Secondary Teachers’ Association in
Sindh is considerably more activist and aggressive
in its organising style.
3.4.2

All-cadre provincial associations

The second category is all-cadre provincial
associations. In Punjab, the main teachers’ union
(the PTU) encompasses all cadres and functions
more in the mould of a trade union, with greater
17
18
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Vaillant, 2005
Formed in 2013.

3.4.3

3.4.4

Party-based associations

National federations

The fourth category is that of national federations
of teachers’ associations. Of these, only the MMANational has been engaged in organising significant
mobilisations and public activities in recent years.
3.4.5

Identity-based associations

The fifth category is identity-based associations,
such as the All-Pakistan Minority Teachers’
Association (APMTA) or the newly-formed18 Female
Teachers Foundation Association (FTFA). Most
of these associations are largely inactive in terms
of organisational rigor or street action; however,
some organisations like the APMTA have been
active through issuing court petitions and utilising
social media for raising issues specific to their
constituencies.
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The differences in the associations’ modes of action
are often reflections of the sectional interests of
the cadres or the class that the member teachers
tend to belong to. Activists in bodies like the
Punjab Teachers Union or the Primary Teachers’
Association Sindh are often much more militant,
functioning with the perception that their cause
is a working class cause. This is reflected in their
discourse, which rails against privatisation, with
routine references to ‘revolution’, ‘collective struggle’
and ‘uprisings’. Associations of senior cadres
like Subject Specialists, on the other hand, see
themselves as part of the educated middle class
and are therefore considerably more technocratic
and reformist in their outlook, preferring consultative
lobbying to aggressive street politics. It is often
the case that provincial governments look to such
associations (of Subject Specialists, gazetted
officers and headmasters) for consultation on
issues of education policy rather than the numerous
primary, secondary or all-cadre associations. Given
that most associations do not have specialised
professionals in their ranks who are able to discuss
and propose long-term education policies, they
are generally (with some exceptions, like Subject
Specialists) at a ‘technical disadvantage’ compared
to education administrators.
In addition to agitating and lobbying for the collective
benefit of their constituents, most teachers’
associations also provide collegial support for
teachers at the local level. This can be in the
form of organising support for teachers who have
been dismissed from duties, providing information
and support for higher education and career
advancement opportunities as well as assisting
teachers with issues of transfers, conveyance and
legal support.

3.5

Key Grievances

While there are significant variations in the nature
of teacher grievances among provinces, the basic
nature of conflict between teachers and the state
as well as the ensuing demands of teachers’
associations are very similar across the board.
Teachers’ associations tend to converge their
efforts around some core issues that, with their own
regional specificities, are shared between different
regions. There are two broad classifications of
grievances. First, those issues that are directly
related to the operational aspects of teaching,
broadly what we could call “service conditions
19

grievances”. Second, those issues that relate to the
organisational and institutional dynamics of public
sector education management, or what we could
call “institutional grievances”. Some of these issues
are briefly explained below. The first three issues
relate to service conditions grievances, and the
remainder are broader institutional grievances.
3.5.1

Terms of employment and service
conditions

At the core of most organised teachers’ concerns
are issues of job security and upward mobility, in
the face of static service structures and (depending
on the province) the increasing or impending deformalisation of employment terms for teachers.
One of the most frequent demands articulated
by teachers’ associations is the implementation
of the time-scale formula for promotions, where
by teachers are promoted after a certain number
of years of service and on the basis of seniority.
Sindh and Balochistan witnessed large-scale
movements by teachers in 2010 for the institution of
time-scale for promotions in both provinces which
were ultimately granted by respective governments
– in other provinces, the demand for timescale is
at the forefront of teachers’ association’s concerns.
The implementation of the time-scale formula for
promotion is often a point of contention between
teachers and administrators because the latter
tend to prefer other criteria (such as attendance
or performance) for promotion and prefer fresh
recruitments when vacancies open up. These
differences often cause long delays in promotion
and consequently and therefore conflict between
the government and teachers ensue.
In Punjab, after the commencement of the Contract
policy of hiring fixed-term ‘Educators’ for primary,
elementary and secondary schools in 2003,
contract-based teachers have fought political and
legal battles for regularisation19  (a significant one
of which was fought under the aegis of the Punjab
Educators Association, which culminated in a
Supreme Court decision in their favour in 2007).
3.5.2

Physical working conditions

Most teachers’ association representatives are
deeply critical of the conditions in the schools in
which they teach. The issues which feature most

The commonly-used term for changing the terms of employment from temporary to permanence within the government’s Basic Pay
Scale (BPS) structure
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Table 3.2: Teachers’ association type/orientation and modes of action
Province/Territory

Orientation/Type

Dominant mode of action

AJK

Teachers’ Organisation

All-cadre Association

Protests/ Table talk/Lobbying

Balochistan

Government Teachers’ Association All-cadre Association

Protests/ Table talk/Lobbying

Balochistan

Watan Teachers’ Association

All-cadre Association

Court action/Protests/
Lobbying

Balochistan

Haqooq Teachers’ Association

All-cadre Association

Protests/Lobbying

FATA

FATA Teachers’ Association

All-cadre Association

Protests/ Table talk/Lobbying

GB

All Gilgit Baltistan Teachers’
Association

All-cadre Association

Protests/ Table talk/Lobbying

KP

Mutahida Mahaz Asatza

All-cadre Association

Protests/ Table talk/Lobbying

KP

All-Primary Teachers’ Association

Cadre-based Association

Lobbying/Seminars/Protests

KP

All-KP Subject Specialist
Association

Cadre-based Association

Lobbying/Consultation

KP

All-Certified Teachers’ Association

Cadre-based Association

Lobbying

KP

Secondary School Teachers’
Association

Cadre-based Association

Lobbying

National

Mutahida Mahaz Asatza – National

National Federation of
Associations

Coordination/Lobbying/
Consultation/Protests

National

Tanzeem-e-Asatza

Party-based Association (JI)

Lobbying/Seminars/Protests

National

Wahdat-e-Asatza

Lobbying

National

All-Pakistan Minority Teachers’
Association

Party-based Association
(JUI-F)
Minorities’ Association

Lobbying/Court action

National/KP

Mulgari Asatzan

National/KP

Female Teachers Foundation
Association

National/Punjab

Muslim Teachers Federation

Party-based Association
(PML-N)

Punjab

Punjab Teachers Union

All-cadre Union

Strikes/Protests/Table Talk/
Lobbying/Consultation

Cadre-based Association

Protests/Table talk/Lobbying

Cadre-based Association

Lobbying/Consultation

Punjab
Punjab

10

Union/Association

Primary Elementary Teachers’
Association
Punjab Association of Subject
Specialists

Party-based Association
(ANP)
Women’s Association (Newly
formed

Lobbying
Lobbying
Lobbying

Punjab

Punjab Educators Association

Cadre-based Association

Lobbying/Protests/
Awareness-raising

Punjab

Senior Staff Association

Cadre-based Association

Lobbying/Consultation

Punjab

SES Teachers’ Association

All-cadre Association

Lobbying/Seminars/Protests

Sindh

Primary Teachers’ Association

Cadre-based Association

Sindh

Government Secondary Teachers’
Association

Cadre-based Association

Sindh

Gazetted Officers Association

Cadre-based Association

Lobbying

Sindh

Mehran Teachers’ Association

All-cadre Association

Protests/Table talk/Lobbying

Protests/Strikes/ Table talk/
Lobbying/Court action
Protests/Strikes/Table talk/
Lobbying/Court action
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highly in their list of working condition grievances
are deteriorating classroom conditions, widespread
unavailability of basic utilities like water and
electricity and the lack of transport facilities,
particularly in remote areas. Many teachers speak
from experience about the paltry resource allocation
for school maintenance and of the difficulties in
accessing even those meagre resources due
to widespread graft. Most associations call for
independence as well as financial and institutional
strengthening of Parent Teacher Councils and
School Management Committees for this purpose.

and which would cease to exist under a privatised
education system, particularly for underprivileged
children. It is clear that privatisation is an
increasing trend and education policymakers and
administrators facing resource constraints have
tended to welcome and facilitate the growth of
(largely unregulated) privatised education as
a matter of course. This trend has run parallel to
the aforementioned de-formalisation of teachers’
employment terms as well as the increasing
exercise of executive powers in the dismissal of
teaching and non-teaching staff

3.5.3

3.5.6

Lack of investment in teachers’ capacity

Teachers’ associations across provinces bemoan
the lack of teaching training facilities and refresher
courses provided by the government during their
service which causes career stagnation for many.
As most provincial teacher training institutes are
institutionally inactive, the little in-service training
that does take place is usually arranged ad-hoc
and are based on funding requirements of donors.
Consequently, most teachers end up having to
enrol themselves in private universities to upgrade
their qualifications.
3.5.4

Non-teaching duties

The practice of allocating non-teaching duties
(in particular, election duties, vaccination duties
and other health campaigns) to teachers is
common across provinces. This often results in
several weeks of officially-mandated non-teaching
assignments in any given year. All teachers’
associations are unanimous in their condemnation
of non-teaching duties for teaching personnel.
Most express the concern that such duties take
away from teaching time and result in deep jobdissatisfaction. Teachers in conflict-ridden regions
express the additional, highly valid concern of their
personal security in such assignments. This is a
serious concern for many given recent attacks20
on teachers engaging in vaccination duties in KP,
FATA and Karachi.
3.5.5

Opposition to privatisation

Nearly all teachers’ associations are unanimous
and vehement in their opposition to the privatisation
of the education system and see the growing
trend of privatisation as an encroachment on their
livelihoods. Some associations (like the PTU and
PTA-Sindh) articulate opposition to privatisation on
the basis of universal right to education which is
ensured through the provision of public education

20

Opposition to staff rationalisation

The ever-changing directives of education
authorities regarding the distribution of teachers
across schools based on their assessment of
schools’ needs – known as rationalisation - is
a frequent point of conflict. Most associations
complain of inordinate workloads on teachers due
to administrators’ inability to understand students’
and teachers’ needs on the ground. Across the
board, teachers’ associations express opposition
to arbitrary rationalisation practices that result in
multi-grade teaching, classes of over 70 students
at a time and individual teachers being forced
to teach multiple subjects requiring specialists
(such as Physics, Chemistry, IT, Arabic etc.). Most
teachers’ associations demand the implementation
of student-teacher ratios of a maximum of 40
students, the cessation of multi-grade teaching
and the appointment of individual teachers for
specialised subjects.
3.5.7

Opposition to monitoring

Across provinces (and particularly in Punjab and
KP), teachers’ associations express reservations
about excessive monitoring and related penalties
by a combination of education department
monitors, donor-appointed monitoring agencies,
local administration authorities, and elected public
representatives. Many teachers’ associations
express the opinion that this excessive monitoring
is demoralising for teachers, who are left with their
self-esteem reduced in front of their students and
are made to feel a consistent sense of job insecurity.
In the case of Punjab, teachers routinely complain
of arbitrary monitoring being coupled with arbitrary
punishments without inquiry under the PEEDA Act.
3.5.8

Corruption in education departments

Bureaucratic corruption in provincial education is
a common issue among teachers’ associations’
grievances. Teachers’ associations across the

‘Collective caution: Teachers follow LHWs in polio drive boycott’, 25 July 2014
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country complain of nepotism and favouritism in
transfers and awards, and solicitation of bribes by
officials in the processes of monitoring, receiving
allowances and processing PTC/SMC funds. Some
representatives in Punjab and Balochistan also
mentioned issues of widespread fraud in insurance
and pensions schemes.
3.5.9

Political interference and patronage

Political interference is a pervasive problem
at the heart of education system in Pakistan
and is recognised as such by most teachers’

associations. As unearthed in the course of the
research for this report, many individual teachers
are heavily invested in the informal political
economy that accommodates interference by
political patrons, however, nearly all teachers’
associations are unanimous in the expression of
the belief that political interference needs to cease
in the recruitment, transfers and promotions of
teachers, the running of the provincial education
departments and in the individual functioning of
schools (this issue is covered in greater detail in
the following section).

Table 3.3: Main points of conflict between governments and teachers’ associations
Province
Balochistan

Financial devolution, non-teaching duties, conveyance allowance, health insurance,
teacher recruitment mechanism, implementation of in-service quota

Islamabad

Regularisation

KP

In-service promotion, service structure upgradation, timescale, teacher association
elections, regularisation, non-teaching duties, conveyance allowance, political
interference

Punjab

District Education Authorities, working conditions, privatisation, rationalisation Policy,
regularisation, non-teaching duties, British government development assistance in
education, English as medium of instruction, monitoring difficulties, PEEDA Act

Gilgit-Baltistan

Promotions, timescales, benefits for GB teachers.

FATA

Promotions

AJK

Teachers’ conveyance issues

Sindh

Service structure upgradation, working conditions, pay upgradation, Non-teaching duties, Corruption in Education department, Political interference (influence of
waderas), Son quotas 21

21
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Issues

Son quotas are employment guarantees for one male child per teacher that have existed in certain provinces though not universally
practiced.
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4 THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF
TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATIONS
Much like other institutions of representation,
most teachers’ associations claim to represent
the interests of large swathes of the population,
including those of teachers, students and the
education system at large. In reality, as with most
other representative institutions, their claims
exceed their actual representativeness. In many
ways, teachers’ associations in Pakistan reflect and
are deeply influenced by the various fault-lines that
dot Pakistan’s socio-political landscape, including
that of class, gender, biraderi, religion and ethnicity.
Furthermore, there remains a fundamental tension
between the essentially modern, legal-rational
organisational structure of most associations and
the indubitably informal model of political distribution
that remains the norm in Pakistan22. Understanding
the nature of these fault-lines beyond the formal
structures and positions that form the outward
face of teachers’ associations is essential to reach
an understanding of how associations can be
improved to work towards educational reform.

4.1

Teachers’ Associations and
Electoral Politics

In Pakistan, the political economy of the teaching
profession is fundamentally coloured by the proximity
of the profession to electoral politics. Government
schools, given their unique geographical spread
and infrastructural availability, are primary spaces
for electoral polling; and teachers, as the largest
component of the civilian workforce, are primary
agents of the polling process who are intimately
involved in election duties like electoral roll
preparation and polling oversight, etc. Given their
unique ability to influence the election process,
teachers are a critical constituency for politicians
vying for electoral power. Hence, there remains a
consistent and widespread incentive for politicians
to influence processes of teacher recruitment,
transfers and deployment.
This issue is hardly unique to Pakistan - research
from other developing countries demonstrates that
22

23

strategic linkages between teachers and politicians
complicate policy attempts at influencing teacher
accountability and affect educational outcomes23 .
While it is commonly assumed that teachers’
associations are complicit in enabling political
interference in education, the reality of the situation
is much more complex. There are indeed instances
in which politicians use teachers’ unions and
associations as spaces for mobilising teachers to
organise support for their electoral campaigns and
assist in the polling process. The leadership of local
teachers’ associations can be critical in this process
and there exist strong ties between politicians from
various parties and teachers’ association leaders in
this regard, across provinces.
There generally exists a perception among
policymakers that teachers’ associations benefit
from political clientelism in education. However,
there also appears to be a growing realisation
of how such patron-client relationships between
politicians and teachers are antithetical to the
interests of teachers’ associations for a number of
reasons.
As noted by many representatives interviewed, the
existing prevalence of informal patron-clientelism
in education weakens teachers’ associations
by providing an alternative means of problem
resolution for teachers who would otherwise
be active members of teachers’ associations –
hence reducing the need for formal association
membership. Teachers who have links with
powerful patrons have less of an incentive to join an
association for the protection of their interests and
rights, a fact that affects membership numbers.
Furthermore, such teachers also have less
incentive to contribute resources for associational
membership and strategic fundraising, thus hurting
associations’ financial sustainability.
In other words, there seems to be a separation of
interests between the political economy of verticallyoriented politician-teacher clientelism and that of
horizontally-oriented collective associationalism.

This model in Pakistan is generally associated more with cronyism – whereby politicians ‘greatly favour their own voting block (their
own ethnicity, clan or other kinship group) and/or their close associates. While such resource distribution does create a mirage of
goodwill in the short run, in the long run, the skewed resource distribution alienates those who feel they cannot access such
patronage’. It also hinders investment in issues that really matter across the board, for instance, education, infrastructure and health.
- See more at Khalid (2014).
Beteille 2009; Kingdon and Muzammil 2008
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This fact is corroborated in Alif Ailaan’s ‘Voice
of Teachers’ (2014) survey that finds that more
teachers (33%) approach political connections for
assistance with important work-related problems
(like transfers) rather than teachers’ associations
(25%).24 If this relationship is properly understood,
the strengthening of teachers’ associations as
credible formal institutions could actually help
impede clientelism and political interference in
education.
Furthermore, as noted by a research report
on teacher issues in Punjab by the Institute of
Development and Economic Alternatives, political
interference in education is exacerbated by a lack
of engagement of teachers’ representatives in the
formulation of policies concerning teachers.25 With
the enactment of unrepresentative policies that
do not take into account the views of organised
teachers’ associations, incentives are created
for teachers to circumvent such policies by
approaching powerful patrons who can assist in
issues like transfers and promotions. Hence, the
non-inclusion of teachers’ associations in education
policymaking may be indirectly hurting the cause of
education reform further.
On the whole, the access union and association
leaders enjoy to high political office is enabled by
the unique nexus between teachers’ activism and
electoral politics. This creates perverse incentives
for union and association leaders, and therefore
limits the overall effectiveness of associations.

4.2

Teachers’ Association
Leadership: Privileges
and Fault-lines

It is also essential to note that teachers’ associations
are definitively coloured by the multiple fault-lines
in Pakistani society, including that of class, gender,
clan or biraderi and ethnicity.
4.2.1 Class, income and wealth
Class appears to play a definitive role in determining
the composition of teacher association leadership
across provinces, with some important variations.
While the majority of teachers in government
schools tend to come from lower-middle and
working class income groups, they generally tend to
pick leadership that can be perceived as wielding
clout in view of both society and the state, in which
economic strength is an obviously important
consideration. There is thus a preponderance of
24
25
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relatively better-off individuals (many with claimed
lineage of historically propertied clans, such as
Rajputs, Arains and Maliks) among teachers’
association leadership across provinces (a trend
that is more pronounced in Punjab and KhyberPakhtunkhwa). As one would imagine, the voices
of more working class teachers can tend to get
drowned out in decision-making processes amid
such established inequalities.
However, there do appear to be regional variations
with respect to the class composition of teachers’
associations that have to do with the differing
institutional conditions of associational politics in
different provinces. In provinces where democratic
institutions and funding mechanisms have been in
place for some time (such as Sindh), the composition
of associational leadership (particularly at district
division but also at the central level) is considerably
more diverse in terms of class – the result of decades
of transfer of power within a credible institutional
environment. In regions (including Punjab and
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa) where associations are
institutionally fragmented, associations’ leadership
tends to be more dominated by better off teachers
who can afford to fund association activities
personally in the absence of sustainable collective
funding mechanisms.
In addition to economic clout, considerations of
class for teachers’ association leadership also
encompass the degree of their perceived influence
in the state. As much of the work of teachers’
associations involves lobbying the state for
teachers’ interests, those with connections, either
through familial ties or other informal networks,
within the state (including in, but not limited to, the
respective Education departments) have an edge
in competitions for leadership. This closeness
of associations’ leadership to the state can also
increase the risk of collusion between state officials
and association representatives, and has often
led to charges of corruption and co-option by
subordinate association members.
4.2.2 Male dominance
Teachers’ association politics across provinces
are characterised by systemic patriarchy, with
men occupying the vast majority of membership
and leadership positions in associations, despite
women forming roughly half the teaching workforce
of the country. According to a survey by Alif Ailaan,
only 13% of female teachers across the country
report membership of teachers’ associations.26

Alif Ailaan 2014, ‘Voice of Teachers’, 69
Bari et al, 2013, ‘An Investigation into Teacher Recruitment and Retention in Punjab’
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Additionally, none of the central leaders of the various
teachers’ associations interviewed were female.
The only province where representation for female
teachers was marginally better was Sindh, where
30% of female teachers reported associational
membership according to the aforementioned
survey and where some associations have quotas
for female representation in committees27. Studies
on teachers in Punjab (by researchers including
Umbreen Arif) have also observed how many
female teachers view teachers’ unions as ‘men’s
groups interested in profiteering through their
political connections’ compared to more positive
assessments of unions’ usefulness by men. This
widespread reality and perception of gender
inequity in teachers’ associations is a critical
challenge in the way of establishing associations’
credibility as inclusive stakeholders in education
reform.
4.2.3

Ethnicity and faith

Ethnic divisions also come to the fore in teachers’
associational politics, albeit to a limited degree
compared with the wider ethnic polarisation
prevalent in Pakistani society and politics. Some
associations in Balochistan report polarisation
along the lines of Baloch and Pakhtun teachers,
reflecting the simmering ethnic tensions in the
province. In Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, a certain degree
of ethnic polarisation is also visible, exhibited in
the divide between associations dominated by
Hindko-speakers in the Hazara division, and those
dominated by Pashto-speakers in the Peshawar
division. However, by and large, ethnic polarisation
does not emerge as a major variable in teachers’
associational politics and there is a considerable
degree of ethnic overlap in association membership.
With the vast majority of teachers in the country
being Muslim, it is little surprise that association
leadership is also from the same religious
denomination (in response to which an all-Pakistan
association for minority teachers emerged 2005).
The mobilisation of religious identity is often used
as a vehicle for anti-government agitation by many
associations, particularly in Punjab and KhyberPakhtunkhwa. Such mobilisation usually takes the
shape of expressing opposition to any proposed
curriculum reform that is ‘against the spirit of the
Quran and Sunnah’28 . More often than not, such
assertions are made less on the basis of actual
facts than on their usefulness for generating support
26
27
28
29
30

for teachers’ concerns by placing teachers in the
discursive position of ‘protectors’ of religious and
cultural values of society.

4.3

Implications of Weak Teachers’
Associations

It is evident, therefore, that inequalities of class,
gender, clan and religion continue to hamper the
evolution of teachers’ associations as inclusive and
representative bodies. Many of these inequalities are
merely reflections of structural inequities prevalent
in wider Pakistani society that are reproduced within
associational structures; however, the reproduction
of these inequalities is also a direct consequence of
the policies pursued by state elites.
Repeated attempts to repress associations and
undermine their institutional strength impede
the development of a democratic and inclusive
culture with teachers’ associations. The clearest
example of this can be found in the province of
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, where the government
has consistently clamped down on teachers’
associations and refused to hold associational
elections since 1996. The province now has the
weakest and most fragmented associations, whose
leadership is dominated by wealthy individuals,
and is characterised by the lowest levels of female
teachers participation among all provinces.29
In contrast, in Sindh, where teachers’ associations
have consistently been engaged by the
government, and elections have been held with
regularity, associations have produced leadership
from working classes and over 30% of female
teachers report themselves as having associational
membership.30
Furthermore, the consistent use of teachers
as agents of patronage by powerful politicians
has prevented the development of teachers’
associations as credible institutions that can hold
their constituents accountable while representing
their interests and serving a role as rational agents for
reform in education. The elimination of the teachers
position as a cog in the electoral machinery has
to be politically and legally challenged in order
for substantive reform that allows teachers to
perform their primary duty – teaching – ably and
professionally. The accountability of politicians who
enable and commandeer this network of patronage
has to be an integral part of efforts at reform.

Alif Ailaan 2014, ‘Voice of Teachers’, 69
Ibid
‘Teachers rally against changes in Islamiyat Syllabus’, 16 Mar 2012
Alif Ailaan 2014, ‘Voice of Teachers’, 69
Ibid
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5 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1

Key Findings

collectively disorganised brokers for influence.

5.1.1

Teachers’ union agency is real

This deepens the crisis of teachers’ associations
and unions because it reinforces and enables
government tactics to co-opt and undermine
collective agency for teachers employed by the
government. Political patrons of teachers tend to
act in a manner that weakens associations and
unions further, by patronising individuals, and
abandoning groups.

Teachers’ unions and associations are a diverse
group with a complex range of sizes, orientations,
capacities, compositions and positions. They
wage campaigns for the fulfilment of their
interests as well as for what they argue are
improvements to the system of education at
large. In some areas, teachers’ unions have
been incredibly successful, gaining victories for
teachers on issues such as salary increases,
timescale implementation, service structure upgradation, higher benefits and changes to the
recruitment procedures.
Government officials often raise questions about
whether unions and associations are actually
representative of teachers. There is no question
that they are – however the degree to which they
are representative varies across geographical
areas, and contexts.
When the findings of this study in terms of
major grievances of teachers’ associations and
unions are compared to surveys of teachers
themselves, there is a significant echo. The
primary concerns of teachers tend to be in the
same two categories, that is service conditions
and institutional grievances. Specifically the
Voice of Teachers’ study of 2014 found service
structure upgradation, opposition to English as
a medium of instruction, and aversion to nonteaching duties to be the most widely cited
grievances.31 Most teachers’ associations
echo the same grievances, indicating that the
collective experience of nearly seven hundred
thousand teachers across the country is broadly
repetitive, and similar.
5.1.2

Unions suffer from disunity and
organisational weakness

However, teachers’ associations and unions are rife
with both organisational and institutional challenges.
They are organisationally weak, financially insecure,
internally fragmented and bereft of institutional
consistency. They do not have a legal framework
within which they can operate as collective bargaining
agents. Instead they must constantly find ways to
manoeuvre politically, and operate as informal,
31
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As result teachers’ unions lack formalisation
and professionalism, and offer little to their
members in terms of services and privileges.
Many teachers therefore prefer the informal and
individual means of negotiation with government.
In addition, many continue to be marked by
persistent internal representative inequalities
of, among others, class, gender, and biraderi.
Much of the leadership of teachers’ associations
is filtered through these lines and results in
many interests, including those of women and
minorities, remaining unrepresented.
These
inequalities have been compounded through
decades of state repression in some instances
and incessant interference and co-option by
political patrons in others, which has prevented
the institutional development of teachers’
associations as inclusive and representative
bodies that are positive agents for educational
reform.
Nonetheless there appears to be a growing
realisation among the leadership that the
institutional credibility, organisational depth and
technical knowledge of their associations needs
to be developed. Many have recently begun to try
and institute more transparent and open electoral
processes (for example, the appointment of
neutral bodies as election commissions or
observers) and introduce affirmative action for
women and other marginalised groups in terms
of representation. Some are also attempting
to build teachers’ capacity on matters of
teachers’ issues, education policy and collective
organising. There is, nevertheless, a long way to
go in this regard, particularly for associations in
Punjab, KP and smaller regions, and progress
requires an active and engaged role on the part
of state authorities as well.
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5.1.3

Unions are largely excluded from policy
and reform

Teachers’ unions and associations in Pakistan
have long been at the margins of discourse on
education reform in Pakistan. One explanation
for this is that there is an enduring suspicion
of collective bargaining in general. There also
means there is distrust of teachers’ bodies
amongst official circles as well as in the general
public perception. Some of these misgivings are
not without basis. Teachers’ associations have
often pandered to parochial sensibilities within
their ranks and defended the dereliction of duty by
offenders among them. Many continue to betray
an unfortunate, if understandable, suspicion of
all reform efforts, especially the decentralisation
and democratisation of education governance.
The negative approach of teachers’ associations
and unions however does not fully explain the
stark absence of any formal and organised
engagement of government with teachers’
bodies. In fact, the negative or parochial attitudes
of these bodies should have caused a redoubling
of efforts to engage and win over teachers, given
the centrality of their role in delivering improved
education outcomes. To the contrary, teachers’
associations have experienced a sustained
effort on the part of bureaucrats and politicians
to undermine and fragment their ranks, so as
to devalue their demands and make decision
without consultation with teachers’ associations
or unions.
There is a substantive case to be made for
the constructive involvement of teachers’
associations as partners in the path of education
reform that is evidenced by such collaborative
efforts around the world. Contrary to commonly
held perceptions about teachers’ unions (in
Pakistan and elsewhere) as being detrimental to
school improvement and student achievement,
there are multiple studies around the world that
demonstrate the opposite.
According to a study by Randall Eberts,
collective bargaining by teachers’ unions result
in an average increase in public spending
on education in the US by over 15%32.Other
studies33 have found that teachers’ unionisation
results in a significant increase in student
achievement while controlling for other factors,
because of the standardisation of their work

32
33

(teaching) environment, and the increased
interdependencies between administrators,
principals and teachers that results as a
consequence of union activity.
Achieving a more constructive engagement
between decision-makers and unions takes time.
However, getting there requires an appreciation
of the important role teachers’ unions and
associations can play in collectively representing
the voice of teachers in the education system in
Pakistan. Education reform that seeks to bypass
teachers’ unions has not succeeded in the
past, and will not succeed in the future. Though
somewhat weak, disorganised and parochial,
teachers’ associations and unions are a robust,
legitimate and inescapable constituency.
Strong, institutionally credible and professional
teachers’ associations are also essential to
improve the accountability of teachers in
delivering quality education. An association that
has institutional legitimacy can enforce internal
standards and quality among its ranks much
better than one that is weak and fragmented.
Hence, enabling the effective functioning and
constructive public participation of teachers’
unions and associations is in the interest of those
seeking to transform Pakistan’s broken education
system.
A model for constructive engagement with
organised teachers already exists in Pakistan at
the level of Higher Education in the example of
the Federation of Pakistan University Academic
Staff Association (FPUASA) established as
an elected umbrella organisation of individual
associations of public sector universities. The
FPUASA is legally recognised by the Higher
Education Commission (HEC) and funded by the
constituent associations of each institution.

5.2

Conclusions

Teachers’ unions and associations do, to a
significant degree, represent the aspirations,
demands and needs of Pakistan’s teaching
community. Their many representative failures,
parochialism
and
imperfect
institutional
structures should not be grounds to dismiss
outright their claims of representation.
There are stifling political, social and legal
barriers instituted by various governments in

Eberts, 2007
Argys and Reese, 1995
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Pakistan that have prevented the development of
teachers’ unions and associations as inclusive,
professional, democratic, institutionally coherent,
financially autonomous, transparent and solutionoriented bodies.
The clumsy repression and de-legitimisation of
teachers’ associations by multiple governments
in Pakistan has weakened the capacity of
associations to act as constructive agents in the
process of education reform.
The
leadership
positions
in
teachers’
associations and unions across provinces tend
to be dominated by economic elites, propertied
classes, and men. This is directly a consequence
of the weakening of associations as transparent,
representative institutions over time that is a result
of deliberate policy and legal actions undertaken
by governments.
The development of teachers’ associations
and unions is severely curtailed by the nexus
of patronage between political elites and the
leadership of teachers’ associations and unions.
The use of teachers as cogs in parties’ and
politicians’ electoral machinery is one of the
most significant factors impeding the effective
development of teachers’ associations and the
teaching profession they represent.
While the relationship between political parties
and teachers serves the short-term interests
of some among the associations’ leadership,
it damages the credibility and effectiveness
of teachers’ organisations in the long run in
Pakistan.
Instability, corruption and patronage in the hiring
and promotion culture of teachers in the public
sector has institutionalised job security and
service terms and conditions as the heart and
soul of associational politics in Pakistan – and
especially so among teachers’ association and
unions.
Teachers’ unions are primarily focused on
service conditions and terms, rather than on
the wellbeing of their students. This focus of
teachers’ unions on service conditions seems to
be to the detriment of student well-being.
Most provincial governments and education
departments are focused on punitive and coercive
measures to ‘bring teachers in line’ rather than
involving them as legitimate constituents and
agents in the process of education reform.
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS
This study proposes the following measures,
based on extensive examination of the evidence
on the nature and workings of teachers’
associations and unions across Pakistan.

6.1

For Government and
Politicians

1. Provincial
governments
must
institute
mechanisms for the establishment of
formal, institutionally credible channels of
teachers’ union and association participation
in the formulation of education policy and
management of the education system. The
national political leadership must facilitate and
enable this, to lend urgency to the issue. The
umbrella association of university academic
staff (FPUASA), which is HEC recognised, could
serve as a model for collaborative engagement
between associations and governments.
2. Governments must consider legal recognition
(similar to CBA status) to be accorded to
credible teachers’ associations in exchange for
internal organisational reform.
3. Provincial governments must support, through
legislation if necessary, the establishment
of credible, open and transparent electoral
processes within teachers’ unions and
associations, with specific provisions for
the representation of marginalised groups,
especially women, minorities and the disabled.
4. Governments must seek to establish formal
agreements (in the form of public charters
or memorandums, and ultimately binding
contracts with teachers’ associations that
delineate clearly the agreed responsibilities of
administrators and the duties that are expected
(and not expected) of teachers.
5. Governments must urgently pursue political
and legislative reform that establishes clear
barriers against political interference in the
hiring, dismissal and transfer of teachers.
6. Provincial
governments
must
formally
appoint key persons-of-contact to manage
and negotiate relationships with teachers’
associations.

6.2

For Teachers’ Associations
and Unions

1. Teachers’ unions and associations’ leaders
need to move their organisations towards
professionalisation with a view to evolving
teachers’ associations into both vehicles for
teaching (and management) training and
bodies that establish and enforce internal
teaching standards.
2. Teachers’ associations and unions need to
establish internal mechanisms to enforcing
accountability and standards – especially in
terms of teacher absenteeism, and in-class
behaviour.
3. Teachers’ association and union leadership
needs to undertake affirmative action to
incorporate the inclusion of marginalised
groups within teachers including women,
minorities and the disabled within leadership
and decision-making structures.
4. Teachers’ associations and unions must invest
in national level teachers’ forums that must
be legally and institutionally strengthened
to improve coordination and encourage
information sharing among teachers’ groups.

6.3

For Researchers

This report is, at best a preliminary foray into
the complex, largely un-researched domain
of teachers’ associational politics in Pakistan.
It opens some research questions that merit
further debate and academic investigation in the
context of education reform in Pakistan. Some of
these questions are suggested below:
1. What is the relationship between teachers’
unionisation and educational outcomes
(including enrolment and learning levels) in
Pakistan, across provinces and regions?
2. How do informal patron-client relationships
between politicians and teachers affect
educational outcomes?
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3. What is the effect of teachers’ unionisation
on teaching quality in Pakistan?
4. What has been the impact of teachers’
collective bargaining on fiscal and policy
outcomes in education?
5. How does union membership
individual teachers’ welfare?

affect

6. Can female teachers’ involvement in unions
and associational politics help improve
gender disparities in education?
7. What are the conditions in which teachers,
parents and policymakers can effectively
partner together for substantive education
reform?
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8 ANNEX: FULL PROFILES OF
TEACHERS’ UNIONS ACROSS
PAKISTAN
8.1

BALOCHISTAN

The province of Balochistan has around 60,000
government school teachers, of whom 68% are
male and 32% female. The student-teacher ratio in
the province stands at 33 students for every teacher,
while the teacher-school ratio in the province is 2
teachers per rural and 3 teachers per urban primary
school.34
Balochistan is a province with a history of
associational strength and its main association
continues to hold considerable clout in the province.
According to a sample survey, by Alif Ailaan, over
33% of government teachers report membership
of a teachers’ association, much higher than the
national average.35 The Government Teachers’
Association served as the singular association
of teachers’ representation for a period of almost
50 years from 1956 to the early 2000s. In recent
years, however, new teachers’ associations have
emerged, including the smaller Watan Teachers
and Haqooq Teachers’ Association (though their
strength relative to GTA remains limited). The
Government Teachers’ Association encountered a
brief split in 2010 in the form of the splinter group AllGovernment Teachers’ association (AGTA) due to a
dispute over elections. The two groups, however,
reunited following negotiations in 2014.
Balochistan has high participation of teachers in
associational activity (which appears evident from
the relative concessions teachers in Balochistan
have managed to win) and its main associations
have relatively stable mechanisms of financing
through their membership. In recent years, there has
been some ethnic strife among Pakhtun and Baloch
teachers (reflecting the overall ethnic tensions in
the province); however, the reunification of the GTA
and AGTA has demonstrated the resilience of the
institutional strength of teachers’ associationalism
despite such challenges.
In recent years, associations in Balochistan
have campaigned successfully (through strikes,
protests and hunger strike camps) to obtain the
timescale promotion formula, pay increases and
34
35

the guarantee of a 50% quota for the promotion
of in-service personnel to vacant posts. Current
issues that associations articulate as important
include the full implementation of the 50%
promotion quota, provision of health insurance
for teachers, centralisation of the mechanism of
teacher recruitment, conveyance allowances, and
the abolition of non-teaching duties.
8.1.1

Government Teachers’ Association (GTA)
Balochistan

GTA is the largest association representing teachers
in Balochistan, with a claimed membership of
around 40,000 teachers (from a total of around
60,000 teachers in the province). These teachers
are from all teaching cadres in the province. The
GTA is also the oldest teachers’ association in the
province as it was created in 1956. GTA claims
to represent all ethnicities among teachers and is
present in all 31 districts of Balochistan.
GTA is organised at the district, division and
provincial level, with 16 Cabinet officeholders at
every tier. District cabinet members are elected
directly whilst division cabinet members are
elected by district cabinet members. Cabinet
members from both districts and divisions elect the
provincial leadership. Elections are administered
by the Senior Staff Association and are held every
3 years. According to association members, the
2010 election was allegedly marred by controversy
after allegations of rigging and led to the formation
of the All-Government Teachers’ association for a
brief period of 3 years, following which the splinter
groups reunified after negotiations in 2014.
GTA collects a subscription fee of Rs. 150 from its
members after every 6 months. Funds are collected
at the district level and distributed across the various
tiers according to a pre-determined formula. The
association claims complete neutrality in terms of
political party affiliation.
GTA counts the institution of the currently existing
timescale in 2007 as one of its most significant
achievements. In order to do this, the GTA staged
mass protests, hunger strikes and braved the

Pakistan Education Statistics 2013-14. Academy for Educational Planning and Management, Government of Pakistan, Islamabad
Alif Ailaan 2014, ‘Voice of Teachers’, 69
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arrests of thousands of its members. Secondary
School teachers in the province are inducted in
BPS-17 in the province (as compared to BPS-16
earlier and in other provinces) and are promoted
up to BPS-20 (as opposed to BPS-19 earlier and in
other provinces).
Following the reunification of the GTA, the
association recently conducted a large-scale

protest campaign in the province with a 25-point
agenda, centred around the implementation of
the 50% promotion quota, payment of various
allowances, inclusion of GTA in district education
governance and school working conditions,
among others. With its renewed clout following
reunification, the GTA is in the process of getting
many of its demands implemented.

Table 8.1: Government Teachers’ Association – GTA
Established

1956

Scope

Balochistan

Claimed membership

40,000

Type

All-cadre association

Elections last held

2014

Membership fee

Rs. 150 bi-annually

(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions

Service structure

Demands implementation of 50% promotion quota for in-service teachers as per
Supreme Court orders.
Supports restructuring of timescale for senior-science teachers.
Demands timescale for LCs, Librarians and SPTEs.
Supports organisation of Promotions at the district rather than the provincial level,
according to the GTA. This is because officials get transferred routinely and longterm delays are common as a result.

Salary/Increment

Opposes the deduction of conveyance allowance during leaves.
Supports incrementation of teaching allowance for all government teachers.
Supports payment of Behbood Fund/Group Insurance lump sum and grade wise.36
Supports utility allowance for teachers similar to secretariat employees.

Education governance

Inclusion of GTA in district education authorities (DEAs) and removal of Deputy
Commissioner (DC) and Treasury Office from DEAs.
Demands provision of missing facilities in all schools.
Demands functionalisation of higher secondary schools.

Curriculum

Supports the involvement of teachers in curriculum design
Opposes centralised design of textbooks from Islamabad, wants books to be based
on ground realities of Balochistan

Medium of instruction

Opposes English as medium of instruction unless large scale training and refresher
courses are provided for teachers.

Recruitment

Opposes the use of standardised testing NTS as a mechanism of recruitment in
Balochistan

Non-teaching duties

Opposes all forms of non-teaching duties for teachers, particularly in light of the
security situation in Balochistan.

Recent successes

Recent successful protest campaign with a 25-point agenda, centred around implementation of the 50% in-service promotion quota37, payment of various allowances,
upgradation of service structure, inclusion of GTA in district education governance
and school working conditions, among others

36

The grants of Benevolent Fund (BF) and Group Insurance (GI) are given to the family of an employee in the case of in service or after
a certain time period after retirement death or if the employee otherwise becomes permanently incapacitated.
37    The stipulation that 50% of new vacancies would be filled by promoting existing teachers.
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8.1.2

Watan Teachers’ Association (WTA)
Balochistan

WTA is an all-cadre based association that
seeks to represent the ‘underprivileged
teachers of Balochistan.’ The association claims
a membership of around 5,000 teachers in
Balochistan (with a large part of its membership
centred around Quetta). WTA attempts to
distinguish itself from other associations in
Balochistan, claiming that it is the only association
that is not co-opted by political elites and carries
out its battles within the courts. WTA seeks to
reform the education system by fighting political
interference and corruption and the class-based
system of education.
The association is organised at the tehsil, district
and provincial level, with elections held every
two years. The Vice-President of the association

at every tier is a female teacher. The association
collects Rs. 10 from members every month
but some members admit that collections are
irregular.
In 1998, the association went to court to challenge
the illegal recruitment of unqualified teachers for
unadvertised posts. After a year-long legal battle,
the court ruled in their favour, resulting in 3000
teachers being relieved of duty as a result. The
WTA leadership had to face a large degree of
harassment from powerful political notables as a
result. The association has also fought a number
of other court battles, including the battle for the
50% in-service promotion quota in 2001.
WTA considers itself to be above partisan
affiliation and claims that its leadership has
never utilised its political connections for their
individual members.

Table 8.2: Watan Teachers’ Association
Established

1998

Scope

Balochistan (centred around Quetta region)

Claimed membership

5000

Type

All-cadre association

Elections last held

2014

Membership fee

Rs. 10/month

(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Recruitment

Supports merit-based recruitment of qualified teachers at all levels and an end to
political interference in recruitment.

Service structure

Implementation of 50% in-service promotion quota.

Education governance

Supports action against ghost teachers in the province, which the association estimates to be around 5,000.
Supports action against AG office corruption.
Supports action against bureaucratic corruption in Group Insurance scheme for
teachers in Balochistan.

Medium of instruction

Opposes English as the medium of instruction

Other

Supports the provision of conveyance allowance for teachers
WTA asserts that it prefers provincial based recruitment and transfers as it considers political interference to be more common at the sub-provincial level.

Recent successes

Successfully reversed illegal recruitment of 3000 teachers through court order in
1998.
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8.2

KHYBER-PAKHTUNKHWA

Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa has around 115,714
government school teachers (with a male/
female teacher ratio of 65:35). There is one
teacher in KP for every 41 primary school
teachers, with a teacher/school ratio of 3:1
in rural and 7:1 in urban primary schools.38
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa is the province with
the least degree of institutional coherence
amongst its associations and unionisation
among teacher along with the greatest degree
of inter-association fragmentation. According to
a survey by Alif Ailaan, only 11% of teachers in
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa report being members of a
teachers’ association.39
From 1962-1996, the province had one major
teachers’ association - the All Teachers’
association (ATA), which used to enjoy the privilege
of being the major recognised association
representing all cadres in the province. Elections
for the All Teachers’ Association were routinely
conducted by the education department,
however, since 1996 elections have not been
conducted and the association has fragmented
into several unelected groups. Since then, most
of KP’s teachers’ associations are divided among
numerous subject-based cadres, most of whom
engage in mobilisation and lobbying solely for
new policies and notifications issued with regard
to those cadres. Most of these cadre-based
associations are unregistered and unelected, and
have little in the way of organisational structure.
In recent years, however, the province has seen
the growth of two new all-cadre associations
seeking to fill the gap in representation - the
all-cadre Muttahida Mahaaz Asatza KP (United
Teachers Front or MMA-KP) and the All-Primary
Teachers’ Association (APTA).
The unique history of ATA as a governmentrecognised teachers’ association in KhyberPakhtunkhwa and the absence of governmental
sanction since 1996 continues to cast a shadow
on the legitimacy of the various associations in
the province. Many teachers’ association leaders
in KP, therefore demand that the government
should hold official elections for the ATA, in order
to have one legitimate body of representation
that all teachers’ groups can cohere around.
The introduction of the timescale formula of
promotion is also central among teachers’
association’s demands in KP, as it is one of two
provinces (the other being Punjab) where the
38

formula has not yet been introduced.
Teachers’ associations in KP have also
expressed vehement opposition to what they
see as exploitation in the name of rationalisation
policies, whereby they are forced to teach large
classes and multiple grades at once. In-service
promotions to vacant posts (instead of fresh
recruitment), elimination of political interference
in transfers, abolition of non-teaching duties
(particularly in light of security issues), and
service structure up-gradation are among the
other central issues articulated by teachers’
representatives in KP.
8.2.1

Mutahida Mahaz Asataza (MMA – KP)

The MMA is an all-cadre association created for
the protection of teachers’ rights and welfare
across KP. The association was created as a
response to the proliferation of disunited, cadrebased associations across the province, which it
sees as having weakened teachers bargaining
power as a whole. The association claims to be
‘non-political’ and ‘non-sectarian’ and open to all
cadres of teachers to join as members.
The MMA is a relatively new association,
registered in 2013 under the Societies Act. The
MMA has however generated a well-established
presence in the Hazara Division and in South
KP. It is one of the few teachers’ associations in
the country to maintain meticulous membership
records. MMA is organised at the tehsil, district,
division and province level and has a threeyear long election term (the last election for
which was conducted in 2013). All tiers are
envisioned in its constitution to be ultimately
elected through 1 teacher 1 vote (including the
Provincial Chairman). The association also aims
to collect annual membership fees (though its
current funding structures are dependent on the
contributions of its leadership).
The MMA-KP leadership is also the prime driving
force behind the MMA-National.

The grants of Benevolent Fund (BF) and Group Insurance (GI) are given to the family of an employee in the case of in service or after
a certain time period after retirement death or if the employee otherwise becomes permanently incapacitated.
39    The stipulation that 50% of new vacancies would be filled by promoting existing teachers.
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Table 8.3: Mutahida Mahaz Asataza Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (MMA-KP)
Established

2013

Scope

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Claimed membership

10,000-15,000

Type

All-cadre association

Elections last held

2013

Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions

Recruitment

Supports transparent recruitment.
Supports the abolition of standardised testing, which it considers a money-making
scheme. Supports academic and professional qualifications as criteria for recruitment.
Supports recruitment at village or union-council level with flexible merit, in order to
fill vacant seats.

Salary/increment

Supports the institution of need-based salary increments based on a 5-member
household.
Supports the granting of teaching allowances to Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa teachers.

Promotion/Service structure

Supports in-service promotion instead of fresh recruitment. (e.g., If someone is
recruited as a primary teacher (PST) and qualifies as a Certified Teacher (CT), they
should not have to be recruited again. Promotion should be based on completion
of professional requirements in your own subjects. Only basic posts should be filled
through fresh recruitment.
Supports the implementation of timescale promotion formula in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa

Transfers/Postings

Demands the end of political interference in transfers and recruitment.
Supports the establishment of a tenure time of 2-3 years. After which one should
automatically have to get transferred (for all cadres).
Supports reversal of the prohibition (introduced through a notification by the ANPled government in 2012) on multiple teachers of the same scale teaching at one
school. According to the MMA, this has led to hundreds of teachers being transferred to undesirable locations simply based on their seniority

Training

Supports rigorous in-service training and refresher courses should be done from the
education department, with trained personnel handling it.
Supports government-managed training institutes, with budgetary allocations (as
opposed to handing them over to other bodies).

Rationalisation

Opposes current rationalisation policy of 60 students per class.
Supports a student teacher ratio of 80 students per 3 teachers in a school.

Education governance

Supports the involvement of teachers in the management of education department
instead of bureaucrats. Should have recruitment from within the department for this
purpose.
Funds gathered from the Education Employees Foundation should be used for
building medical facilities for teachers in KP.
Provincial government should call for province-wide elections for the All Teachers’
association.

Non-teaching duties

Supports the complete abolition of non-teaching duties.

Medium of instruction

Supports the option of having medium of instruction in regional language (with also
focus on Urdu) till primary but after that should be in national language.

Curriculum

Supports a universal system and curriculum of education throughout the country.

Political interference

Demands the end of political interference in recruitment and transfer of teachers,
terming MPA/MNA’s main task as legislation.
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8.2.2

All-Primary Teachers’ Association (APTA)

APTA is the main association currently representing
primary teachers in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and
was formed in 2007 to safeguard the interests of
primary teachers, which its leadership felt were
being ignored by those from senior cadres. The
association is in its nascent stages (still in the
process of getting registered) and attempts to
fill the gap faced by primary teachers in KhyberPakhtunkhwa. It launched a protest movement for
primary teachers’ rights soon after its inception,
culminating in a massive sit-in outside the
Provincial Assembly in Peshawar in May 2012,
following which the government announced an

upgradation and promotion policy for primary
teachers in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa. It claims a
growing membership of thousands in over 18
districts in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
APTA is currently active mainly in the Peshawar
valley and the northern regions of KP. The APTA
has a constitutional mandate to hold elections
every three years, but says it does not have the
resources to hold elections on its own yet, for
which it seeks government support. APTA claims to
collect monthly dues from its officeholders (Rs. 10)
to run its affairs but has yet to develop institutions of
financial self-sustainability.

Table 8.4: All Primary Teachers’ Association (APTA)
Established

2007

Scope

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Claimed membership

10,000-15,000

Type

All-cadre association

Elections last held
Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
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Rationalisation

Supports the implementation of a ratio of 40 students per classroom per teacher.
Every primary school should have 6 classrooms.

Transfers/posting

Supports a ban on political interference in transfers.
Supports the creation of a consultative and comprehensive transfers policy based
on ground realities.
Supports the promotion primary teachers in-service to secondary teaching posts
instead of focusing on the hiring of new teachers for such posts. It also wants the implementation of all orders to that effect to be carried out by the KP E&SE department.
Supports special allowances for teachers serving in far-flung areas.

Training

Demands training and refresher courses for teachers during summer months.

Education governance

Supports the elimination of expensive institutions like the Internal Monitoring Unit
(IMU), based on the claim that it has not shown any results.
Supports the empowerment of Education department officers and strengthening of
punishment laws instead of the IMU.
Demands the provision of basic facilities in schools, including drinking water and
furniture, currently lacking on a large scale.

Non-teaching duties

Demands that primary teachers to be excused from non-teaching duties in KP,
particularly vaccination duties. It holds that primary teachers are the main group
affected by the assignment of non-teaching duties and these duties keep them
from working effectively. In the case of vaccinations duties, these duties present an
actual threat to teachers’ lives and the livelihoods of their families.

Curriculum

Supports the involvement of teachers in the formulation of the curriculum, as the
current one is causing difficulties to students and resulting drop-outs.

Recent successes

Among its achievements, the APTA counts the upgradation of the pay-scales of
primary teachers by the government. Primary teachers are now promoted up to
BPS-15 and are given an increase in the quota for in-service promotion of Primary
School Teachers as well as service structure adjustment so that PSTs can now be
principals of primary schools.
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8.2.3

All-Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Subject
Specialists Association (AKSSA)

AKSSA is an active association in KP fighting
for the rights of around 24,000 subject specialist
teachers in KP. AKSSA consists of secondary
teachers from class 5 to class 10, specialised
in subjects like English, Urdu, Pre-Medical, PreEngineering and are usually in BPS-17 to BPS20. The association is present in most districts
of KP, though it is most strongly-centred on
the Peshawar Valley in terms of organisational
coherence and clout.

Currently, the AKSSA is demanding that its
cadre members be granted the same rights and
privileges as secondary and higher secondary
school principals. This is because subject
specialist teachers are more qualified than most
of the principals, who are mostly promoted on the
basis of seniority. Further, they hold that subject
specialists should be appointed as principals
in secondary schools and the consideration
of seniority (as currently stipulated) should be
removed from the considerations for promotion
as principal.

AKSSA is an unregistered association with elected
representatives at the district and provincial
level, with its last election taking place in 2011. Its
membership takes a conscious degree of pride
in the qualifications of its members, considering
them to be among the most educated sections
of society. It tries to distinguish its activities from
those of other associations in the province by
ensuring that its members do not strike or protest
and rather facilitate and negotiate their demands
through lobbying and legal mechanisms.

AKSSA has also recently been fighting for
the implementation of the promotion orders of
around five thousand subject specialists whose
promotion has been blocked by education
department officials in contravention of
government notifications to that effect in 2012.
AKSSA is a self-funded association, which takes
a monthly fee from its registered members. Apart
from its political battles, it also uses these funds
for organising seminars and consultations on
issues surrounding the education system.

Table 8.5: All Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Subject Specialists Associations
Established

1998

Scope

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Claimed membership

10,000-15,000

Type

Cadre-based association

Elections last held
Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions

Service Structure

Supports subject specialists being given same rights and privileges as granted to
secondary and higher secondary school principals
Supports subject specialists being appointed as principals in secondary schools
Supports lifting of ban on promotions of subject specialists in contravention of
government notifications
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8.2.4

Secondary School Teachers’ Association
KP

The SST is a relatively small association
representing secondary school teachers in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Currently the association
is working on a single issue, i.e., the upgradation of the service structure for SSTs, who
currently move only from BPS-16 to BPS-17. The
SST Association is fighting for secondary school

teachers to be inducted directly into BPS-17,
which would allow them to be promoted beyond
that grade. A bill on this issue was tabled by
a PPP MPA in the previous ANP-led provincial
assembly but couldn’t pass in time, as the
quorum was incomplete. The SST Association
has now moved the Peshawar High Court for
this purpose and is attempting to lobby with the
Provincial Education Minister.

Table 8.6: Secondary School Teachers (SST) Association KP
Established
Scope

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Claimed membership

5000

Type

Cadre-based Association

Elections last held
Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Upgradation of service structure for Secondary school teachers, to allow for induction into BPS-17
Timely promotions based on timescale formula

Service Structure

8.2.5

Other associations in KP

The following is a list of associations that have
some degree of existence on paper and a
small number of officeholders. From preliminary
investigations, however, these organisations
have little coherence, on-the-ground presence
or union and association activity in recent years:
•

Mulgari Asatzan (ANP teachers’ association.
Active during ANP-led government but little
organisational depth, as role was largely as
a vehicle for the dispensation of patronage)

•

All Teachers’ Association (Khan Faraz Group)

•

All Teachers’ Association (Azad Group)

•

Wahdat-e-Asatzaa

(JUI-F

teachers’

association. Somewhat influential among
teachers in areas with strong JUI-F support)
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•

Senior English Teachers’ Association

•

Director Physical Education Teachers Union

•

All Arabic Teachers Union

•

Physical Education Teachers union

•

Government School Teachers’ Association
(Teachers’ organisation focussed on social
and humanitarian work)

•

Drawing Master Association

•

Peoples Teachers Forum

•

College Teachers’ Association

•

School Officers Association

•

Female Teachers’ Association Foundation
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8.3

PUNJAB

Punjab is home to around 327,307 public school
teachers (in addition to an estimated 400,000
teachers in the private sector), out of which 53%
are male and 47% female.40 The province has a
teacher-student ratio of 41:1 ratio at the primary
level (the highest in the country) and a teacherschool ratio of 2:1 in rural areas along with a 5:1
ratio at urban primary level. Punjab is home to
the country’s only union of teachers, the Punjab
Teachers Union (PTU); however, the province is
proportionally less unionised compared to Sindh
and Balochistan. According to a sampled survey
by Alif Ailaan, only 11% of Punjab’s teachers
report themselves as being members of teachers’
associations and unions.41
The province’s association landscape is
fragmented, with considerable internal strife within
large bodies like the PTU (which is split into at least
3 factions) and within associations themselves.
When elections do take place within associations,
they are often irregular and their legitimacy
contested by groups within the association.
In recent years, teachers’ associations in Punjab
were galvanised in opposition to the institution
of District Education Authorities (DEAs), which
were conceived as district governing bodies for
education, with both elected representatives and
bureaucrats, to be established under the Punjab
Local Government Act 2013.42 Most associations
in the province unequivocally condemned the
planned District Education Authorities, seeing
them as an entity that threatens teachers’ interests
and the education system at large.43 The main
arguments employed by teachers’ unions and
associations against the DEAs is that they will
further politicise the education system, render
it susceptible to manipulation by non-technical
elected personnel and crucially for them, make
teachers vulnerable to arbitrary abuse at the
hands of both government officials and elected
councillors. Several associations have come
together to organise a protest movement against
the DEA, under the banner of the Punjab Teachers
Alliance. This included the PTU, the Senior
Staff Association (SSA), the Primary Elementary
Teachers’ association (PETA), the Punjab
Association of Subject Specialists (PASS), the
40
41
42
43
44

Punjab Educators Association (PEA) and other
smaller associations.
Concerns about the implementation of timescale
and formal service structures remain prime among
teachers’ concerns in Punjab as well. Education
authorities in Punjab have increasingly followed
a contract model of hiring, which has prompted
loudly-voiced suspicions among teachers’
unions and associations about the impending
de-formalisation of the teaching workforce and
privatisation of the education system. Many
contract teachers have fought and won successful
struggles for regularisation and formalisation of
employment terms in recent years.
Among other issues of significance to teachers’
associations in the province, non-teaching issues
feature prominently. Many teachers’ representatives
accuse the provincial government of over-burdening
teachers with involving them in campaigns for
political messaging. These campaigns are often
disguised as health campaigns, as can be seen
with the 2013 Summer Dengue campaign by the
Punjab government, which was heavily resisted by
teachers.44
Many teachers’ associations also vehemently
oppose the institution of additional monitoring
structures like the Program Monitoring and
Information Unit (PMIU) established under the
donor-funded Punjab Education Sector Reform
Programme. While Assistant Education Officers
(AEOs) - Education Department officials tasked
with monitoring teachers - continue to function
in the province, they have been supplemented
with Monitoring and Evaluation Assistants (MEAs)
established in the donor-supported PMIU, who
perform additional teacher monitoring and datagathering services. Teachers regularly complain
of what they see as excessive and arbitrary
evaluations by MEAs as well as AEOs and other
bureaucrats. The donor-supported monitoring
processes have, it appears, cultivated a certain
degree of suspicion among organised teachers of
foreign assistance in the Education sector.
Rationalisation – posting and transferring teachers
on the basis of education administrators’ estimation
of school needs - is another deeply contested
policy in Punjab. Teachers across the province
routinely protest the recurrent transfers of teachers

Pakistan Education Statistics 2012-13. Academy for Educational Planning and Management, Government of Pakistan, Islamabad.
Alif Ailaan 2014, ‘Voice of Teachers’ 69
‘Punjab government to form district school regulating authorities’, 19 June 2013
‘Public education: Teachers’ union calls for more protests’, 30 December 2013
‘Education authorities: Teachers threaten strike in 15 days’, 29 Nov 2013
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based on rationalisation decisions made without
consultation with the affected teachers. Most
teachers’ associations also oppose rationalisation
policies for the reason that they result in undesirably
excessive class sizes (of up to 70 students per
class) and necessitate multi-grade45 teaching.
Many teachers argue that rationalisation is carried
out without actual knowledge about students’ and
schools’ needs and tend to reflect more the needs
of education bureaucrats to meet targets.
Punjab is also home to the much reviled PEEDA
Act 2006, which has become a fulcrum for the
expression of teachers’ resentments towards
the government’s attitude towards teachers. All
teachers’ associations unanimously oppose the
Act, which they say is widely used to persecute
teachers and repress dissent without due process.
8.3.1

Punjab Teachers Union

Established in 1937, the PTU is the oldest and
largest teachers’ association in Punjab and
in the country, with a claimed membership of
over 150,000 teachers across 36 districts in the
province (spread across all teaching cadres and
levels in Punjab). All teachers in Punjab between
BPS-9 to BPS-19 are eligible to join the union as
members. It is the only teachers’ association in
Pakistan that is officially registered as a union
under the Trade Union Act (originally named the
West Punjab Board Teachers Union). This distinct
position has allowed the PTU strengthened
institutional standing and greater bargaining
clout, particularly given its ability to carry out
shutter-down strikes under legal cover.

- the Kazmi group, the Allah-Bakhsh Qaiser
group and the Hafiz Mohyuddin group. The
reasons for the split of the union are primarily
individual differences between the leadership,
exacerbated by variations in regional affiliation
(with the Hafiz Mohyuddin group more prominent
in Southern districts of Punjab) and ideology
(with the Kazmi group employing more left-wing
anti privatisation rhetoric than other groups). The
groups come together, however, to work on some
issues, including the 2013 activities surrounding
the institution of district education authorities in
Punjab, which all PTU groups opposed. As of
November 2014, there were attempts underway
by teachers from all affiliated groups to attempt a
reunification of the PTU.
As an institutionalised and established union
of all cadres, the PTU serves as an important
central locus for teachers’ association activities in
Punjab. Many province-wide collective activities
of teachers’ associations, such as the 2013
protests against the attempt to institute district
education authorities, are organised around the
ambit of the PTU. As a result, the union has often
been made the principal subject of government
persecution in Punjab, with its leaders targeted
and dismissed from service for agitating, often
through the use of the PEEDA Act.46
At the local level in many districts, the PTU is also
instrumental in assisting teachers in conflicts
with the education department, on issues such
as rationalisation, punitive action and involuntary
transfers.

The PTU has a long history of street-based
collective action. It was one of the teachers’
organisations at the forefront of the mobilisations
against Ayub Khan and the One Unit Scheme
in the 1960s, and played an important role as a
lobbying force for the nationalisation of schools
in the early 1970s.
The PTU is organised at the Tehsil, District,
Division and Provincial level, with elections every
three years. It collects a central subscription of
Rs. 10 from its members in every election; while
funds are otherwise raised at the district level
based on needs. PTU elections have frequently
been the subject of controversy and electoral
disputes have led to splits within the union. The
union is currently split across three major groups
45
46
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Multi-grade teaching refers to the practice of teaching several grades at once (such as grade 2, 3 and 4), which creates obvious
challenges of varying learning levels and differential curriculum requirements
‘PTU President sent on compulsory retirement’, 10 June 2014
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Table 8.7: Punjab Teachers Union
Established

1937

Scope

Punjab (36 districts)

Claimed membership

150,000-200,000

Type

All-cadre union

Elections last held
Membership fee

Rs. 10 per election/otherwise at district-level on needs-basis

(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Rationalisation

Curriculum

Opposition to the current rationalisation policy, based on the claim that is not merit-based, that it results in inordinate class sizes, and results in unwarranted layoffs of
teachers.
Stands for a uniform curriculum across provinces and one which doesn’t place
untoward burdens on young students that would cause them to drop out.
Supports the inclusion of teachers in curriculum-formation
Supports the compulsory teaching of Pakistan Studies and Islamiat for all grades.

Service structure

Supports a uniform service structure for all provinces, including the introduction of
timescale promotion formula for Punjab.
Demands the introduction of a group insurance scheme for Punjab teachers.

Transfers/Postings

Opposes the ban on transfers in the first 3 years of teachers’ employment.
Opposes the requirement of finding a replacement teacher in order to obtain a
transfer, claims finding replacement should be the responsibility of the respective
department.
Supports a transfer policy based on needs, claiming that teachers’ seats remain
vacant for long periods due to such transfer bans.

Medium of instruction

Opposes the compulsory introduction of English as a medium of instruction
Supports giving schools the option to choose English or Urdu as the medium of
instruction
Supports the introduction of language labs in schools, specialised language training for teachers and aptitude tests for students to ascertain linguistic suitability.

Non-teaching duties

Supports the abolition of non-teaching duties, especially in excessive numbers that
prevent teachers from teaching and are likely to result in demotivation.

Education governance

Opposition to the Punjab government’s proposed district education authorities. The
PTU asserts that the DEAs will increase political interference and institutionalise the
involvement of uneducated, non-educationist people in the management of education. It also asserts that DEAs will eventually lead to the privatisation of schools and
increases in the cost of education. Further, the DEAs will have the power to curtail
teachers’ salaries and remove them from their jobs.
Opposition to teacher punishments executed through the PEEDA Act.
End to excessive, intrusive and parallel structures of monitoring.
Demands end to practices of collective punishment in any form
Opposition to foreign development assistance in education, as the union believes it
is geared towards moving from the public school model to an ‘alien’ model of education and towards privatisation (There do appear to be differences within various
factions on this however, with the Kazmi faction more critical on this front)
Opposition to bureaucratic corruption in insurance schemes for teachers

Other

Solution of teachers’ transport issues through the introduction of conveyance allowance for teachers
Restoration of son-quota.

Successes

At the forefront of efforts for nationalisation of schools culminated in the early 1970s.
In-service quota for promotion .47
Instrumental in the struggle for salary increases for teachers.
Introduction of three-tier promotion formula for primary, elementary and secondary
teachers

47    Quota for new senior positions to be filled by junior teachers already in-service rather than fresh hiring
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8.3.2

Primary Elementary Teachers’ Association
(PETA)

PETA is an association created to represent
primary and elementary teachers in Punjab, whose
basic purpose is to work for the welfare of nongazetted teachers48 and improve their economic
situation, whose concerns the organisation feels
are neglected by teachers from higher cadres.
It claims to have members spread across all 36
districts of Punjab. PETA was created in 1987 as
a teachers’ association which would fill the gap
of a cadre-based party representing primary
teachers in Punjab. Later, in 2000, the association’s
composition was changed to incorporate
elementary teachers (including middle school
teachers in English language as well as general
and technical subjects etc). PETA is registered as
an association under the Societies Act and remains
among the few major associations in Punjab that
have not suffered internal splits.

the last straw’. It tends to focus more on activities
to improve teachers’ performance and selfaccountability, including research, study forums
and the recently-started (in 2014) ‘Bedaari-eEhsaas Mohim’.
Given the longstanding credibility of its electoral
institutions and legitimacy in the eyes of the
provincial government, the association garners
considerable respect among teachers in Punjab,
even though its numerical strength is less than
that of the larger all-cadre and primary teachers’
associations.
The SSA is part of the current Punjab Teachers
Alliance and the Muttahida Mahaz Asatza.

PETA is organised at the Assistant Education
Officer (AEO)  (Union Council), Tehsil, District and
Provincial level. District officeholders are elected
directly through a mechanism of 1 teacher 1 vote,
the winners of which then elect the divisional and
provincial leadership. The provincial president
serves a six-year term. Members are charged a
subscription fee of Rs.100 along with an annual
fee while sub-division PETA bodies give calls for
funding when required.
In addition to lobbying through street action and
‘table-talk’49 for teachers issues, PETA also does
welfare work for the families of underprivileged
teachers.
PETA is a member of the national teachers’ alliance,
the MMA-National and the newly-formed Punjab
Teachers Alliance.
8.3.3

Senior Staff Association (SSA)

The SSA is an elected association of headmasters,
subject specialists and school administrators
of grade-17 and above. The SSA has elected
officeholders at the secondary school, district,
divisional and provincial level. The SSA is one of
the oldest associations in the province (formed
in 1950) and is present in all 36 districts of the
province.
The association tends not to engage in agitative
street politics and engages in lobbying and
mobilisation efforts on behalf of its cadres only ‘as

48
49
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Teachers below BPS-17.
Table talk is an oft-used euphemism for negotiations between unions and government authorities in Pakistan.
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Table 8.8: Primary Elementary Teachers’ Association
Established

1987

Scope

Punjab (36 districts)

Claimed membership

150,000

Type

Cadre-based association

Elections last held
Membership fee

Rs. 100/annum

(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Recruitment

In favour of transparent recruitment based on merit with salaries matched with
qualifications.
Supports recruitment at district level, not tehsil or union-council.

Salary/increment

Supports inflation adjustment of salaries based on needs.

Promotion/Service Structure

Opposes hierarchies of teaching grades and holds that there should be one unified
teaching cadre for all school levels. Holds that, as the basic requirements (B.Ed) for
most teachers are now the same, all teachers should be eligible teach at all levels of
schooling (e.g. secondary teachers at primary schools and vice versa), with caveats for
specialised subjects.
Supports the implementation of time scale, and increases in teachers’ basic pay scales
based on their seniority.
Supports the resumption of quotas for in-service promotion, including the promotion of
primary school teachers as head masters of primary schools.

Transfers/Postings

Teacher Training

Rationalisation
Curriculum

Opposes the ban on transfers in first 3 years of teachers’ employment.
Opposes province-wide bans on transfers.
Supports the empowerment of EDOs /DEOs to deploy teachers wherever there are
shortages.
Opposes the condition for teachers of finding a replacement in order to get transfer.
Proposes the recruitment of higher-qualified and experienced teacher trainers with
at least MA/MeD/MPhil degrees in 17/18 grade.
Supports the redistribution of teachers based on needs but opposes student-teacher ratios on which current rationalisation is based.
Supports a student teacher ratio of 30 students per teacher per classroom.
Supports the induction of specialised teachers for every science subject.
Supports the enactment of curriculums based on local cultural values and Islam

Medium of instruction

Supports Urdu as the medium of instruction, based on the idea that only a small
minority can teach in English and students also don’t understand it at large.

Non-teaching duties

Supports the complete abolition of non-teaching duties.

Education governance

Opposes excessive monitoring, which ‘leaves teachers with no time to teach and
demotivates them’. Claims monitors have an incentive to misreport teachers’ attendance.
Supports the empowerment of AEOs/DEOs/EDOs (regular education department
employees) for checks and balances on teachers.
Supports education monitors who are qualified in the field of education.
Opposes the institution of district education authorities on the basis that it will ‘destroy institutions’ (sic). Such citizen-led oversight ‘cannot be enacted with Pakistan’s
limited resources at this stage’.

Examinations

Supports the involvement of teachers in the preparation of examinations.

Successes

Instrumental in the struggle for the enactment of the three tier promotion system for
teachers in 2009.
Involved in the struggle for increasing the induction grade for primary teachers.
Increase in leave encashment from 6 months to 1 months in 2013 (worked on this
with All Pakistan Government Clerks Association)
Helped increase examiner fees.
Played a role in 50% pay increase for teachers, with All Pakistan Government Employees Federation.
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Table 8.9: Senior Staff Association
Established

1950

Scope

Punjab (36 districts)

Claimed membership

10,000

Type

Cadre-based association

Elections last held

2013

Membership fee

Rs.10 per election/otherwise at district-level on needs-basis

(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Recruitment

Salary/increment

36

Supports a uniform system of merit-based recruitment across primary, secondary
and higher-secondary schools
Supports relaxation of the current merit system, in order to be able to fill vacant
seats in a timely manner.
Opposes the commercialisation of the teaching profession – which for SSA means
the establishment of employment terms for teachers based on financial incentivisation rather than job security.
Supports inflation-based salary increases, in order to keep teachers away from
tuition centres.
Supports the inclusion of all additional allowances in the basic salary of teachers,
rather than allowances accruing separately, so that the incremental salary amount
is greater.

Promotion/Service structure

Supports a clear path of promotions in order to incentivise teacher performance,
lamenting the fact that there have been no promotions in higher-secondary schools in
Punjab since 2010.

Transfers/Postings

Opposes 3 year ban on teacher transfers following initial recruitment
Opposes condition of providing replacement before getting transfer approval, terming the replacement the responsibility of the Education Department.

Teacher Training

Supports the improvement of pre-service training institutions

Rationalisation

Opposes rationalisation based on the current student: teacher ratio being implemented.
Supports rationalisation based on a student: teacher ratio of at most 40 students
per class.
Demands the sanctioning of separate specialist teachers per science subject per
secondary school.

Curriculum

Supports the creation of a dedicated research institution that evaluates curriculum
to check whether it suits students’ mental needs and teachers’ abilities.

Medium of instruction

Supports providing schools with the option of English and Urdu as a medium of
instruction. The SSA performed a survey on student drop-out which found that 75%
of students left because of school-related issues (including language difficulties).

Non-teaching duties

Opposes non-teaching duties, apart from in times when teachers are completely
free from teaching.

Education governance

Opposes excessive monitoring, which leaves no time for teaching.
Supports moves towards teacher self-accountability.

Examinations

Supports creation of credible primary level student examination system.

Political interference

Opposes all-forms of political interference in education.
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8.3.4

Punjab Association of Subject Specialists

The PASS is an organisation that claims to
represent the rights of around 15,000 subject
specialist teachers in Punjab. Organised in
1987, it claims to be the principal organisation
representing secondary teachers in Punjab. The
stated objectives of PASS are to protect the rights
of subject specialists, establish their service
structure and to strengthen secondary school

education in Punjab. Furthermore, the association
aims to develop cooperation with the government
in the formulation of curriculum, preparation of
textbooks and examination systems. The current
President of the association is also heading the
Punjab Teachers Alliance, a newly-formed front of
Punjab’s teachers’ associations that is protesting
against DEAs in the province.

Table 8.10: Punjab Association of Subject Specialists
Established

1987

Scope

Punjab

Claimed membership

10,000-15,000 (strength of entire cadre)

Type

Cadre-based association

Elections last held
Membership fee

Rs.10 per election/otherwise at district-level on needs-basis

(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions

Education governance

Opposes the attempted institution of District Education Authorities in Punjab
Demands the provision of missing facilities in all schools, including science laboratories.
Opposition to arbitrary disciplinary proceedings under the PEEDA Act 2006.
Supports the government’s move to appoint subject specialists as administrators in
various parts of the province.

Recruitment

Demands the filling of sanctioned vacancies of subject specialists in higher secondary schools through merit.

Medium of instruction

Opposes the institution of mandatory English medium of instruction. PASS asserts
that students should be given the option of English and Urdu to prevent a high rate of
dropout.

Curriculum

Supports a dedicated research institution for curriculum formation consisting of
subject specialists

Rationalisation

Opposes rationalisation based on the current student: teacher ratio being implemented.
Supports rationalisation based on a student: teacher ratio of at most 40 students
per class.
Demands the sanctioning of separate specialist teachers per science subject per
secondary school.

Non-teaching duties
Political interference
Examinations

Opposes non-teaching duties, apart from in times when teachers are completely
free from teaching.
Opposes all-forms of political interference in education.
Supports the involvement of teachers in examination preparation
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8.3.5

Punjab School Education Service (SES)
Teachers’ Association

Punjab SES teachers’ association is an all-cadre
based association based in North and Central
Punjab seeking to represent the province’s public
school teachers from BPS-9 to BPS-18. Following
initial leveraging and bargaining power, the SES
split into three groups (headed by Rana Sultan
Akhtar, Aslam Gujjar and Najmul Hassan Najmi) in
2010, and has been inactive in the recent protests
surrounding the DEA and has not been part of

the Punjab Teachers Alliance though it has been
carrying out independent activities in this time.
The SES teachers’ association has tended to
work more through litigation than collective action
in recent years, including legal action against
the Punjab government’s rationalisation policy in
the Lahore High Court in 2010. More recently, in
2014, the association has also initiated legal action
against what it terms as the illegal forced transfers
of over 30,000 teachers in the province against
court orders.

Table 8.11: Punjab SES Teachers’ Association
Established

1987

Scope

Punjab

Claimed membership

100,000

Type

All-cadre association

Elections last held

2010

Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Rationalisation

Strongly opposed to the current rationalisation policies, which it terms as reallocation instead of rationalisation and sees it as a major cause for dropouts in schools.
Supports a policy of one teacher per class per subject

Curriculum

Supports a uniform curriculum in all provinces

Medium of instruction

Supports Urdu as the medium of instruction in the province.

Service structure

Supports mandatory yearly preparation of seniority lists.

Education governance

Supports the institutionalised involvement of teachers and professional educationists in education governance and decision-making.
Opposes the privatisation of public education.
Opposes the use of the PEEDA Act as a mechanism of punishing teachers

Non-teaching duties

Supports the complete abolition of all forms of non-teaching duties.

8.3.6

Punjab Educators Association (PEA)

The Punjab Educators Association is an
organisation representing teachers who began
being hired under the new contract policy in Punjab
in 2002. The contract policy, which gradually
became the primary recruitment mechanism for
school teachers in Punjab, replaced Primary,
elementary and secondary teachers with primary,
elementary and secondary ‘educators’ who
had higher qualification requirements than the
previously recruited teachers. The PEA was formed
and registered in 2005 to demand regularisation of
the contract teachers, who were initially inducted
without a basic pay scale. Following protests by
the PEA from 2006 to 2007, the government finally
introduced pay scales for the Educators, ranging
from BPS 9 (primary) to BPS 14 (elementary) to
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BPS 16 (secondary). Following a Supreme Court
decision in their favour in 2009, the Educators
cadre was regularised en masse. It now forms the
majority of school teachers in Punjab.
The PEA has continued to work for the interests of
the Educators cadre, facilitating them with respect
to information from the Punjab school education
department, including that pertaining to recruitment,
training, higher education, pay increments etc.
The PEA has also assisted new contract teachers
with regularisation battles following the 2009
regularisation through the Supreme Court as well.
The association has established itself in all 36
districts of the province and also has an active
internet/social media presence.
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Table 8.12: Punjab Educators Association (PEA)
Established

2005

Scope

Punjab

Claimed membership

100,000

Type

All-cadre association

Elections last held

2010

Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions

Service structure/promotions

Demands calculation of Educators’ pay increment from the commencement of their
teaching service, rather than the commencement of their regularised service.
Demands BPS 16 for educators with qualification of BA/B.Ed.
Opposes the requirement for teachers to obtain Annual Confidential Report (ACR)
at time of promotion

Rationalisation

Supports the allocation of one teacher per subject per class, and a student teacher
ratio of 40 students per teacher.

Curriculum

Supports the involvement of teachers in the formulation of education curriculum

Medium of instruction

Supports the provision of the option to schools of choosing between Urdu and English as their medium of instruction

Examinations

Supports the involvement of Teachers with experience in the formulation of examinations.
Supports marking of examinations by teachers familiar with the subject, as opposed
to the often-arbitrary current practice being followed.
Supports training for teachers with respect to examination marking

Education governance

Opposes the excessive monitoring of school teachers in the province.

Political interference

Considers political interference to be one of the primary causes of the malaise in
education and opposes it in all its forms.

8.3.7

Other associations in Punjab

The following is a list of associations that have some
degree of existence on paper and a small number
of officeholders. From preliminary investigations,
however, they were found to have little organisational
coherence, on-ground presence or union and
association activity in recent years:
•

Punjab Headmasters Association

•

English Teachers’ Association

•

Muslim Teachers Federation (PML-N affiliated
Teachers’ Association)

•

Punjab Headmasters Association

•

Bahawalpur Teachers’ Association (Regional
Association)

•

Punjab
Secondary
Association

•

Punjab Municipal Teachers’ Association (South
Punjab based)

School

Teachers’
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8.4

SINDH

The province of Sindh has around 158,883
government school teachers, with over two thirds
of them or approximately 103,000 being male.
The province has a student-teacher ratio of 30:1
for primary schools, which is one of the lowest
in the country. The province also has a teacherschool ratio of 2:1 in rural and 8:1 in urban primary
schools.50 Sindh is the province with arguably
the greatest level of intra-association coherence,
inter-association cooperation and the greatest
proportion of unionised teachers in comparison
to other provinces. According to a survey by Alif
Ailaan, around 50% of government teachers in
Sindh report themselves as being members of
teachers’ associations, higher than in any other
province.51
Much of the organised teachers’ activity in
Sindh is, however, focused in rural areas rather
than urban centres. The province has two major
school-teachers’ associations; the Primary
Teachers’ association and the Government
Secondary Teachers’ association, both which
work closely on a number of issues. These issues
include, the recent sustained campaign for the
institution of the timescale promotion formula
in 2010. In addition to these two associations,
Sindh has an all-cadre association based in the
northern regions of the province (the Mehran
Teachers’ association) and an association of
senior educators and administrators (Gazetted
Officers Association Sindh). Recent months
(in late 2014) saw protests by a newly-formed
New Teachers Action Committee, comprised of
teachers dismissed from duty on allegations of
their appointments being illegal (allegations the
teachers vehemently deny).52 While the dispute
is still on going, the contingent nature of this
particular mobilisation makes it unlikely that
the institutional structure of the association will
continue.

through on multiple occasions, including those
on salaries and service structures.
Associations in Sindh rate the up-gradation
of their service structure (for both primary and
secondary teachers) as one of their primary
priorities currently. As things stand, primary
teachers in Sindh retire in BPS-15 as opposed to
BPS-16 or BPS-17 as in other provinces. Similarly,
secondary teachers are inducted into BPS-15
as opposed to BPS-16 or BPS-17 as in other
provinces. Both cadres have been lobbying with
the provincial education department to work on
matching their service structures with those of
other provinces.
The negative influence of feudal landlords or
waderas involved in education is also among
the frequently articulated grievances of
teachers’ associations in Sindh. Such political
heavyweights are said to be instrumental in
recruiting un-qualified teachers, transferring
favoured teachers and monopolising the
functioning of School Management Committees.
Corruption within the Education Department is
also among the core grievances of organised
teachers in Sindh. One of the proposals
frequently articulated by the leadership of the
PTA is that bureaucrats and ministers should be
forced to enrol their own children in government
primary schools instead of private schools. As
per many association leaders, this proposal is
the only thing that will force those at the helm
of education in Sindh to carry out meaningful
reform.

Associations in Sindh (particularly the biggest
two), given their historical and institutional
strength, have considerably more clout compared
to those in Punjab and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.
While the government does clamp down on them,
through coercive and legal means, from time to
time53, they have demonstrated immense staying
power and have managed to push their demands
50
51
52
53
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Alif Ailaan 2014, Voice of Teachers, 69
‘Alleged illegal appointments: Unpaid teachers take to the streets’ 3 July 2013,
‘Sindh police teargas and baton charge protesting teachers’, 31 Aug 2006,
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8.4.1

Primary Teachers’ Association Sindh

PTA-Sindh or Pay Tay Alif, as it is popularly known,
is the largest teachers’ association in Sindh. PTA
claims to represent around 90,000 primary school
teachers in the 23 districts of the province. The
association is one of the oldest in the country,
registered since 1951 under the Societies Act,
with its headquarters situated in Hyderabad. The
association is much stronger in rural Sindh than
in the provincial capital. Its strength within rural
Sindh is partly due to its ethnic composition, with
the vast majority of its members being Sindhi. The
PTA claims political neutrality and non-partisanship
in terms of political parties and has protested
against various governments at different times. At
the same time, the leadership of the association
has tended maintain links with politicians across
the province (particularly with the PPP, but also
with other parties). The PTA has maintained a
strong stance against privatisation of educational
institutions, asserting that public schools are the
key to providing universal education to the masses.
PTA is one of the most organisationally coherent
associations in the country, with elected
representatives at the taluqa, district, division and

provincial level. These representatives are elected
every 3 years (with direct elections by members at
the taluqa level and panel-based election at every
subsequent tier), with the last election held in 2012.
PTA collects an annual subscription fee of Rs. 120
per member, which is collected at the taluqa level
and divided amongst various tiers. The association
also has a provision for an emergency fund for
teachers’ issues. The association also has an
active media cell, which includes an active social
media presence.
The association has had a history of protracted
struggle within the Sindh province, with several
significant battles in recent years. It was banned
alongside other teachers’ associations during the
Musharraf-led government in 2006, a decision
that was ultimately overturned by the SHC and
SC. The PTA was also instrumental in the struggle
for timescale and teaching allowance in 2010,
alongside other teachers’ associations. The Masjid
Teachers’ association joined the PTA in 2013, which
resulted in an increase in membership by several
thousand teachers, according to its leadership. The
PTA is also a member of the nationwide teachers’
federation, Muttahida Mahaz Asatza (MMA).

Table 8.13: Primary Teachers’ Association - Sindh
Established

1951

Scope

Sindh – all districts

Claimed membership

100,000

Type

Cadre-based association

Elections last held

2012

Membership fee

Rs. 120/annum

(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Service Structure

Supports upgradation of the service structure of primary teachers, to incorporate
their promotion into BPS-16 instead of the current ceiling at BPS-15 and parity with
other provinces in this regard.

Salary

Supports revision of pay within the provincial Basic Pay Scales to match the pay of
other provinces.

Non-teaching duties

Supports complete cessation of non-teaching duties in the province.

Education governance

Supports resumption of the son quota (employment for teachers sons) in Sindh
Demands an end to corruption in the education department, including bribes taken
from teachers
Demands the provision of basic facilities in primary schools, including water and
text books,
Proposes that ministers and bureaucrats (particularly those in education) be mandated to admit their own children in government schools.

Political interference

Demands end of political interference in deciding transfers in the Sindh province.
PTA holds that several education department officers are under the sway of influential feudal landlords (waderas) who pressure them to recruit and transfer selected
teachers. PTA claims that it pressures its own members to refrain from seeking
political interference in their professional development.

Recent Successes

The successful struggle for time scale and teaching allowance in 2010.
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8.4.2

Government Secondary Teachers’
Association (GSTA) Sindh

GSTA is the main association representing
secondary teachers in Sindh, registered in 1955,
with a claimed membership of around 30,000
teachers in the province. GSTA was formed
to protect the rights of secondary teachers
(currently in BPS-16 TO BPS-18) in Sindh. It is
present in 23 districts of the province, with its
headquarters in Hyderabad. Like PTA-Sindh, it is
organisationally stronger in interior Sindh than in
the provincial capital. Also like PTA-Sindh, GSTA
has maintained a strong anti-privatisation stance
over the years.
GSTA is organised at the taluqa, district and
provincial level, with elections taking place once
every three years (the last election having taken
place in 2013). Officeholders are elected directly
(one teacher one vote) at the taluqa level, while
panel-based elections take place for every
subsequent tier. Elections are administered by
industrial secretaries or other impartial in order
to ensure impartiality. Nonetheless, teachers

claim there were irregularities in the most recent
elections, with many teachers being declared
ineligible to contest and were followed by court
battles. GSTA claims non-partisan neutrality in
terms of party alignment but its members have
affiliations to various political personalities in
their personal capacity.
GSTA has a working committee at the provincial
level, of which all district Presidents are
members. They meet once every 6 months for
major decision-making related to the association.
The association collects an annual subscription
of Rs. 100 from its members for funding.
GSTA was banned alongside other teachers’
associations in Sindh in 2006 during the
Musharraf government. The ban was overturned
by the SHC and SC within the same year. The
association was also instrumental in the struggle
for timescale and teaching allowance in 2010.
GSTA has good working relations with other
associations in Sindh and is also a member
of the nationwide alliance, Muttahida Mahaaz
Asataza (MMA).

Table 8.14: Government Secondary Teachers’ Association
Established

1955

Scope

Sindh – all districts

Claimed membership

30,000

Type

Cadre-based association

Elections last held

2013

Membership fee

Rs. 100/annum

(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions

Service Structure

Supports upgradation of service structure to allow for induction of secondary teachers into BPS-16 instead of BPS-15 and BPS-14.
Demands expedition of delayed promotions. According to GSTA, promotions of
BPS-17 to BPS-18 have not occurred in 3 years, while promotions from BPS-18 to
BPS-19 have not happened in 5 years.

Salary

Supports revision of pay within the Basic Pay Scales to match with the pay of other
provinces.

Education governance

Demands an end to widespread corruption in Education Department, including
regular solicitation of bribes from teachers.
Demands the raising of the pending ceiling for School Management Committees
and taking school management away from politically influential individuals and
giving greater management responsibility to parents and teachers.

Training

Demands resumption of teacher training for in-service personnel, which has not
occurred in several years according to the association.

Working conditions
Other
Recent Successes
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Provision of water, textbooks and other basic facilities in secondary schools in the
province.
Provision of conveyance allowance for teachers, particularly those serving in farflung areas and female teachers.
Refurbishment of equipment in science laboratories
Transparency and decentralisation in the awarding of textbook contracts.
2010 movement for approval of timescale and teaching allowance.
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8.4.3

Gazetted Officers Association Sindh
(GOAS)

The GOAS is an association representing education
department headmasters and administrators
between the grades of 17 and 20 in Sindh. The
association was formed in 1972 and claims
around 4000 members across Sindh. It claims
to be working for the overall improvement of the
education system in Sindh.

The GOAS sees itself as a sort of intermediary
between teachers’ associations like PTA and
GSTA and the senior bureaucrats in the Education
Secretariat, often serving the role of mediator
during confrontations and negotiations.

Table 8.15: Gazetted Officers Association Sindh (GOAS)
Established

1972

Scope

Sindh – all districts

Claimed membership

4000

Type

Cadre-based association

Elections last held

2013

Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions

Education Governance

Opposes the appointment of non-education specialists as administrators in the Education department. Maintains that education should be run by technical specialists,
teachers, and educationists.
Support upgradation of high schools to colleges.
Support efforts to increase female enrolment

Promotions/Service structure

Supports timely promotions of BPS-17 to BPS-18, which according to GOAS haven’t
occurred in 9 years.

Rationalisation

Supports a teacher student ratio of 1:40
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8.4.4

Mehran Teachers’ Association

Mehran Teachers’ Association is an all-cadre
teacher association in Sindh, which has the
improvement of the education system and the
betterment of all teachers as its objectives.

The organisation was formed in 1984-85 and claims
up to 10,000 primary, elementary and secondary
teachers as its members. The association is more
active in the northern regions of the province
(Larkana, Jacobabad, Sukkur, etc.) than in the
South.

Table 8.16: Mehran Teachers’ Association
Established

1984-85

Scope

Sindh (based primarily in northern Sindh)

Claimed membership

5000-10,000

Type

All-cadre association

Elections last held

2013

Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
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Service structure

Demands provision of incentives to teachers serving in remote areas.
Supports timely promotion of teachers on the basis of seniority

Rationalisation

Supports ratio of 40 students per teacher

Education governance

Supports restoration of son quota (employment quota for teachers’ sons)
Supports provision of conveyance or conveyance allowance to teachers

Non-teaching duties

Supports abolition of non-teaching duties

Working conditions

Supports provision of water, textbooks and basic facilities in schools across the
province
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8.5

Other Regions

8.5.1

Azad Jammu and Kashmir

AJK has a total of 31,264 public school teachers
(in addition to 15,000 private school teachers)54
and one all-cadre teachers’ association known
as the AJK Teachers’ Organisation. The AJKTO is
an association that representation of around 90%
of teachers in AJK (from both public and private
schools).
The AJKTO is an elected association, organised at
the District, Tehsil and Markaz (Centre) level, with
elections on the basis of one teacher, one vote. It
has two major panels that currently compete for
votes - the Kalam panel and the Kursi panel. There
have been leadership conflicts in the organisation
in the recent past (with the 2010 election being

the subject of a legal controversy in which the
provincial leadership of the association was
suspended by the courts following investigations
about rigging). The 2013 elections have been
conducted without any misgivings and the
organisation still maintains its institutional unity.
The Teachers’ Organisation counts the
implementation of the timescale promotion formula,
approval of service and medical allowances and
the employment quota for teachers’ children
as among its main achievements. Currently, the
organisation is working towards solving teachers’
conveyance issues, one of the primary obstacles
facing teachers in AJK. In addition, it organises
seminars, conferences on teachers’ issues. It also
claims to have a good working relationship with
the serving Education Ministry.

Table 8.17: AJK Teachers’ Organisation – AJKTO
Established

1982

Scope

Azad Jammu Kashmir

Claimed membership

5000

Type

All-cadre association

Elections last held

2013

Membership fee

Rs. 10/month

(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Conveyance

Supports the provision of conveyance or conveyance allowance for teachers, especially those in far flung areas.

Recruitment

Supports recruitment through public service commission

Service structure

Implementation of timely promotions on the basis of timescale formula

54
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8.5.2

Gilgit-Baltistan

GB has around 6495 government school
teachers (70% male and 30% female)55, with one
major association, the GB Teachers’ association
(GBTA). The association, registered in 2010, has
around 5000 members and is close to both the
PMLN and the PPP in terms of political affiliation.
The top priorities for the GBTA, for which it
has carried out protests several times56, is the
implementation of a clear service structure for
teachers in Gilgit-Baltistan, with clear paths of
promotion based on the timescale formula. In
addition, the GBTA has also asked for benefits
for GB teachers equivalent to those received by
teachers in other provinces.

In late 2014, around 1400 teachers hired under
the World Bank-supported Social Action Program
in Gilgit began a protest for regularisation. The
teachers are from around 750 SAP schools
with over 50,000 enroled students, which were
transferred to the National Education Foundation
in 2009. As the NEF experienced funding
shortages, SAP teachers started to demand
regularisation with the formal service structure.
While the government’s initial response was noncommittal, the GBTA supported the SAP teachers’
demands for regularisation. Deliberations are still
on going on the matter as this is written.

Table 8.18: Gilgit Baltistan Teachers’ Association
Established

2010

Scope

Gilgit-Baltistan

Claimed membership

5000

Type

All-cadre association

Elections last held

2013

Membership fee

Rs. 10/month

(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Service structure

8.5.3

Demands an established service structure with clear rules for promotion
Supports the implementation of the timescale formula for promotion
Supports benefits for GB teachers equivalent to those in other provinces.
Supports the regularisation of Social Action Program teachers

Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA)

FATA has around 20,495 public school teachers
(with around 90% of them being male)57 and
one teachers’ association, the FATA All Teachers’
Association.  The FATA ATA recently had its first
election in 10 years in November 2013 because
of delays caused by the security situation in the

55
56
57
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region. While the association’s elections passed
peacefully, not a single female teacher was
allowed to vote because of security concerns.
Following the elections, the new ATA leadership
articulated long-delayed promotions of FATA
teachers as one of its most pressing concerns.

ibid
‘Gilgit-Baltistan Teachers’ Association decides to start protest movement from April 11’, 6 Apr 2014
Pakistan Education Statistics 2013-14. Academy for Educational Planning and Management, Government of Pakistan, Islamabad.
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Table 8.19: FATA All Teachers’ Association
Established

2013

Scope

FATA

Claimed membership

16,000

Type

All-cadre association

Elections last held

2013

Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Service Structure

Supports Upgradation of service structure for FATA teachers (primary from BPS-9 to
BPS-16) and secondary from BPS-17 onwards.

Education governance

Opposes the appointment of non-Tribals as Director Education FATA
Demands reimbursement of unpaid salaries to FATA teachers

8.5.4

Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT)

The Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT) region has
around 9,412 government school teachers, with
over two thirds (68%) of them female and 32%
male. Islamabad’s teachers are employed under
the Federal Directorate of Education (FDE).
Islamabad has one major school teachers’
association, the Federal Government Teachers’

Association, which is sanctioned by the FDE,
which also conducts its elections. The association
claims representation of 8000 government school
teachers and has campaigned in the past on
issues pertaining to teachers’ regularisation and
upgradation of their service structure.58 In 2014,
Islamabad also saw mobilisation by teachers
hired on daily wage basis by the FDE, who then
took to the streets to demand regularisation.

Table 8.20: Federal Government Teachers’ Association
Established
Scope

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Claimed membership

8000

Type

Cadre-based association

Elections last held

2010

Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Service Structure

58

Supports uniform service structure for all teachers and administrative staff under the
Federal Directorate of Education (FDE)
Supports induction of primary teachers from BPS-9 to BPS-15, of elementary teachers from BPS-16 onwards and secondary teachers from BPS-17 onwards.

‘Teachers Package: FGTA demands quick implementation’, 1 Jan 2011
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8.6

NATIONAL

Since there is no unified inter-provincial teaching
cadre in Pakistan, there are no cadre-based
national associations. Attempts have been made
from time to time to form national federations of
provincial teachers’ associations, with mixed
results. The Muttahida Mahaz Asataza (MMA)
is one federating association which has been
resurrected from time to time, and has played
an active role in recent years as well. In addition
to the MMA, there are also a handful of other
national teachers’ associations, either partyaffiliated or identity-based. Of these, only the
Tanzeem-e-Asataza of the Jamaat-e-Islami can
be said to be organisationally sound and active
in engaging with teachers’ issues across the
country.
8.6.1

Muttahida Mahaz Asataza (MMA-National)

MMA-National is the only currently functional
national federation of teachers, which functions
as a federal alliance of provincial teachers’
associations. The MMA-National was initially
formed in 1962 with the Punjab Teachers Union,
All Teachers’ association (KP) and AJK School
Teachers’ Organisation as its founding members.
Associations from Balochistan and Sindh later
joined the MMA-National.

In recent times, there has been an operational
split within the MMA, with two factions led
by Abdul Manaf (also President MMA-KP)
and Nawaz Jattak (former President, GTA),
respectively. Associations currently with the
MMA-(Manaf) include the MMA-KP, PTU-Qaiser
group, Senior Staff Association Punjab, Punjab
Association of Subject Specialists, PETA, SES
Teachers, Punjab Headmasters Association and
AJKTO. The more recently-formed (2014) MMA
(Jattak faction) includes APTA, PTA, GSTA, PTUKazmi, and GTA.
Among the MMA’s most significant achievement,
is the agreement it facilitated with the federal
government to raise teacher salaries by 50%
after a 23-day hunger strike led by the MMANational in Islamabad in 2010. The MMA was also
instrumental in the federal government’s decision
to institute the timescale formula at the federal
level during the PM tenure of Shaukat Aziz, and
in its decision to grant teachers conveyance and
teaching allowances.

Table 8.21: Muttahida Mahaz Asataza (MMA-National)
Established

1962

Scope

National

Claimed membership

No direct members (association representation only)

Type

National Federation

Elections last held
Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
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Service Structure

Supports a universal system of education and universal service structure for teachers across provinces and territories
Supports a universal system of teacher benefits and service structures.

Curriculum

Supports a uniform curriculum across provinces and territories

Successes

Agreement with federal government to raise teachers’ salaries by 50% following a
23-Day hunger strike led by the MMA-National in 2010.
Helped persuade the federal government to institute the timescale promotion formula and teaching allowance at the Federal level through negotiation in 2005.
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The MMA is currently focused on a three point
federal agenda - The enactment of a universal
system of education, the institution of a universal
curriculum for all provinces/territories and a
universal system of teacher benefits and service
structures. As the recent factionalism within the
MMA suggests, it is far from clear whether both
MMA factions and all the constituent associations in
the MMA support the above-mentioned positions.
8.6.2 Tanzeem-e-Asataza (JI)
The Tanzeem-e-Asataza is the teachers’ wing
of the right-wing political party, the Jamaat-eIslami. It is also the only other national teachers’
association, apart from the MMA-National, with a
significant cross-provincial presence. The stated
objective of the Tanzeem-e-Asataza is to reform
the education system in line with the teachings of
the Quran and Sunnah. Its primary focus tends
to be on the curriculum and education system
rather than exclusively on teachers’ issues. The
association was formed in 1969, with a view to
uniting teachers beyond a focus on grades and
cadres and to instead unite teachers as ‘Muslim
Teachers’.

The Tanzeem-e-Asataza seeks to establish
itself as a space for deliberation on education
policy, propagation of Islamic ethics, research
on teaching methods, and reflection and action
on teachers’ welfare. In addition, it also functions
as an information-sharing space for teachers’
issues on social media. Through support from its
mother party and its affiliates, the organisation
counts among its successes the establishment
of Pakistan’s first women’s university and the
establishment of the Hira National Education
Foundation, which has since established a
number of schools around the country.
Apart from its broader reform focus, the Tanzeeme-Asataza also functions as a traditional union,
periodically mobilising teachers on various
issues. It has an organisational presence in most
regions where its mother party has a presence.
According to some teachers, the organisation’s
influence amongst teachers is often exaggerated
as it draws upon JI’s cadres for teacher-related
events and hence enhances its visibility.

Table 8.22: Tanzeem-e-Asataza
Established

1969

Scope

National

Claimed membership

20,000

Type

National Association (political party affiliate)

Elections last held
Membership fee
(Any other relevant info)
Policy positions
Education system

Supports an education system based on the teachings of the Quran and Sunnah
and Islamic ethics

Successes

Establishment of women’s university and Hira National Education Foundation
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